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Executive Summary 
 

As set forth in detail in the attached Independent Consultant (the “IC”) Report,1 the 

proposal outlined in the Bluewater Wind, LLC (“Bluewater”) Term Sheet is not the same project 

that Bluewater proposed in its initial bid received and previously reviewed by the IC.  In fact, 

viewed solely from an economic prospective, the new Bluewater proposal has little relationship 

to its prior bid.  First and foremost, the negotiations with Bluewater have not reduced the price of 

the project, as was the expectation of Staff when it recommended negotiations with Bluewater in 

its report issued six months ago,2 but rather increased those prices dramatically.  Instead of 

“sharpening its pencil,” Bluewater has used the negotiations to dramatically escalate the potential 

cost of the project to Delmarva Power (“Delmarva”) and its Standard Offer Service (“SOS”) 

ratepayers.    

The Bluewater Term Sheet raises prices for its services to Delmarva.  Bluewater’s 

original bid employed a fixed payment rate for energy, capacity, and Renewable Energy Credits 

(RECs).  Moreover, the Bluewater Term Sheet includes an energy price adjustment provision to 

track changes in the commodity indices and currency exchange rates.3  This price adjustment 

shifts the energy payment rate in one direction – upward and towards the SOS ratepayers who 

will now bear 100% of the risk associated with these new price escalators.  Second, the 

Bluewater Term Sheet delays the project in-service date by one year, which further increases the 

ratepayers’ risk associated with the Bluewater project. 

                                                 
1 For a detailed analysis of the risks and benefits associated with each Term Sheet, see “Assessment of Term Sheets 
for Proposed Power Sales to Delmarva Power,” attached hereto as Exhibit A.  (the “IC Assessment”). 
2 See “PSC Staff Review and Recommendations on Generation Bid Proposals” dated May 2, 2007. 
3 The costly effect of this price adjustment provision is compounded by an annual 2.5% pricing escalator for 
inflation. 



The consequence of the changes in Bluewater’s project is a drastic increase in the price 

impact for Delmarva’s SOS ratepayers.  The current price impact for customers with the new 

proposal with the IC’s conservatively low price adjustment is $11.71/MWh compared to 

$6.23/MWh for Bluewater’s original proposal.4  However, if one uses the historical escalation of 

the indices proposed by Bluewater (over the past five years), and factors in a potential two-year 

delay in the financial closing for construction of the windfarm, the price impact per MWh rises 

above $55, and on a net present value basis is more than $1.7 billion over the original Bluewater 

bid.  (See chart below).  
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 After an informed and deliberative review of the Term Sheets, Staff cannot recommend 

                                                 
4 This assessment is based on the assumptions that a PPA is executed by year’s end, financial closing occurs three 
years later, and the project fully commences operation in January 2014. 
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that the State Agencies direct Purchase Power Agreements (“PPAs”) based on any of the long-

term generation proposals, including the backup arrangements.  Although Staff would like to be 

part of the effort to pioneer offshore wind power to take control of Delaware’s energy future, 

such a recommendation is -- at this time -- not in the public interest and is not consistent with the 

underlying principles of the Electric Utility Retail Customer Supply Act of 2006 (“EURCSA”).  

Staff believes that approval of Bluewater’s revised project is not in the public interest because: 

• The revised project, which includes a commercially unreasonable pricing escalator, 
imposes significant additional risk as well as cost on Delmarva’s SOS ratepayers; 

 
• Bluewater shifts the project’s risk associated with cost increases during construction to 

Delmarva SOS ratepayers, and thus, the ratepayers – not Bluewater – assume full 
responsibility for any losses incurred with project delay and/or failure;  

 
• The delayed timing of the revised project results in additional cost and exacerbates the 

price risk;  
 

• Staff expected that the negotiations would yield a lower price for the wind project, on a 
per customer kWh basis, but rather the negotiations resulted in a more expensive, less 
favorable project than the original bid proposal; and 

 
• Other jurisdictions, such as New York and Texas, have determined that offshore wind 

facilities are not an acceptable solution to energy needs based on unreasonable expense 
and uncertainty with regard to project viability. 

 
Moreover, the bidders and Delmarva have not complied with the State Agencies’ direction to 

craft Term Sheets that include the material aspects of the long-term power arrangements because 

several crucial issues remain in dispute in all three proposed Term Sheets.  

In light of the foregoing reasons, the current Bluewater proposal does not achieve the 

greatest long-term system benefits in the most cost-effective manner, which is the cornerstone 

tenet of the EURCSA.  Because approval of the Bluewater project is a predicate to the backup 

facilities, Staff recommends that the State Agencies deny both NRG Energy, Inc.’s (“NRG”) and 

Conectiv Energy Supply Inc.’s (“Conectiv”) proposals under the Term Sheets.  Despite the 
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recommendation with respect to the long-term generation proposals, Staff continues to advocate 

the portfolio approach to energy planning.  Staff recommends that the State Agencies continue 

the review of energy supply alternatives, including on and offshore wind projects, in PSC Docket 

No. 07-20.   

I. Background 

 In March 2006, the Delaware General Assembly introduced House Bill No. 65 (“HB 6”) 

in response to extensive consumer outrage occasioned by the announcement of imminent and 

significant rate increases resulting from the higher cost of fuel used to generate electricity and 

the shift to PJM market-based prices.  The cumulative effect of these increases was felt by 

Delmarva customers at one time due to the expiration of rate freezes established with 

deregulation of Delaware’s electric supply industry.  The purpose of the EURCSA was to spread 

out the impact of the rate increases and enable state agencies to explore alternative options of 

SOS6 procurement at reasonable and stable prices.  The legislation specifically required 

Delmarva to develop an Integrated Resource Plan (“IRP”) and “investigate all possible 

opportunities for a more diverse supply at the lowest reasonable cost.”7  On or before August 1, 

2006, as part of its IRP, Delmarva was required to file a proposal to obtain long-term contracts, 

including a proposed Request for Proposal (“RFP”) for the construction of new generation 

resources within Delaware to serve its SOS customers.   

The EURCSA specifically directed the Delaware Public Service Commission (“the 

Commission”), in conjunction with the Delaware Energy Office, the Controller General, and the 

Director of the Office of Management and Budget (collectively “the State Agencies”), to 

                                                 
5 HB 6 is codified in the Electric Utility Retail Customer Supply Act of 2006, 26 Del. C. §§ 1001-1019. 
6 SOS refers to Delmarva customers who do not receive their energy supply  
from a third-party electric provider.  26 Del. C. § 1001(18). 
7 26 Del. C. § 1007(c)(1)b. 
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evaluate the proposals received pursuant to the RFP and “determine to approve one or more of 

such proposals that result in the greatest long-term system benefits … in the most cost-effective 

manner.”8  The State Agencies retained the IC to oversee development of the RFP and assist the 

State Agencies during the bid evaluation. 

Following the EURCSA’s mandate, Delmarva filed its proposed RFP on August 1, 2006.  

In October 2006, the Commission and Energy Office adopted a “big funnel” approach and 

developed the criteria to be included in Delmarva’s RFP that would guide evaluation of the 

potential bids.  On December 21, 2006, Conectiv submitted a primary and alternate bid for a 180 

MW combined cycle gas turbine (“CCGT”) located at its Hay Road site in Edgemoor, Delaware.  

The following day, Bluewater submitted twelve variations of a bid proposal that included both 

20- and 25- year terms and (1) a 600 MW capacity plant with a 400 MW energy limit or (2) a 

sale of two-thirds of the energy from a 600 MW plant.  That same day, NRG submitted a 

proposal to sell energy and unforced capacity credits from 400 MW of a 600 MW coal-fired 

integrated gasification combined cycle (“IGCC”) facility to be constructed at its Indian River 

site. 

 On February 21, 2007, Delmarva and the IC filed bid evaluation reports.  Both Delmarva 

and the IC ranked the bids as follows: (1) Conectiv; (2) Bluewater; and (3) NRG.  Delmarva 

concluded that none of the bids achieved the EURCSA’s objective because each bid was above 

the market forecast and produced minimal price stability.  Delmarva asserted that the EURCSA’s 

objectives could be satisfied with demand side management (“DSM”) programs and energy 

purchases on the regional market.  The IC scored each bid pursuant to the favorable 

characteristics, project viability, and economics supercategories.  With respect to price and price 

stability, the IC concluded that all three of the bids were above market.  However, Conectiv’s bid 

                                                 
8 Id. at § 1007(d)(3). 
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was only $1.28/MWh above market projection, while Bluewater’s and NRG’s bids were $12.01 

and $15.17 MWh higher than market forecast, respectively.9  The IC recommended deferring a 

financial decision on the proposals pending Staff’s analysis of reliability and economics.  The IC 

also suggested employing a market test to evaluate other regional options. 

On May 3, 2007, Staff issued the “PSC Staff Review and Recommendations on 

Generation Bid Proposals,” in which it recommended that the State Agencies adopt a portfolio 

approach to energy planning that would involve the addition of new generation assets in southern 

Delaware, development of DSM and energy efficiency programs, renewable distributed 

generation, short- and long-term bilateral contracts, and market purchases.  With respect to the 

generation bids, Staff recommended that the State Agencies direct Delmarva to negotiate with 

both Conectiv and Bluewater for a hybrid energy supply that would combine a 200-300 MW 

offshore wind farm with a 150-200 MW synchronous condenser CCGT in Sussex County 

On May 22, 2007, by Order No. 7199, the State Agencies accepted Staff’s proposed 

energy supply portfolio and directed Delmarva to negotiate in good faith with Bluewater for a 

long-term PPA for the provision of offshore wind power.  The Order further instructed Delmarva 

to negotiate independently with both Conectiv and NRG to provide any necessary backup firm 

power when wind power is not available and directed that the negotiations for the backup power 

be conducted at the same time as the Bluewater-Delmarva negotiations.  The Order provided that 

the negotiations conclude within a 60-day time frame, but the State Agencies indicated their 

flexibility in extending this deadline, if necessary, to the extent that there was continuing 

progress in the PPA negotiations.  The State Agencies also directed the Staff to retain a third 

party to oversee the progress of the negotiations and report back periodically to the State 

Agencies regarding the status of the negotiations and the efforts of all parties to negotiate the 

                                                 
9 The price impacts of the bid proposals are expressed in real levelized 2005 dollars. 
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PPAs in good faith as well as conform with the EURCSA.  Staff hired Lawrence A. Hamermesh, 

Esquire, to perform this oversight function as directed by the State Agencies. 

 On August 7, 2007, Mr. Hamermesh delivered a status report regarding the PPA 

negotiations in which he identified disputed issues, presented points of agreement, and 

emphasized the effort of the parties.  The State Agencies determined that extension of the 

Order’s 60-day deadline for the PPA negotiations was appropriate in light of the progress 

reported by Mr. Hamermesh and the negotiating parties.  Aspiring for completed PPAs by the 

end of 2007, the State Agencies directed Delmarva to circulate detailed Term Sheets outlining 

the material terms of arrangements with Bluewater and the backup firm providers by September 

14, 2007.10  The Commission solicited the IC to work with Staff to analyze the Term Sheets for 

the proposed long-term generation sales to Delmarva and for Staff to report back by October 29, 

2007.  This is Staff’s report, incorporating the IC’s assessment, on its evaluation of the Term 

Sheets submitted by Bluewater, Conectiv and NRG.   

II. Summary of the Term Sheets 
 

A. Bluewater  

 The Bluewater Term Sheet establishes a 25-year partnership with Delmarva to provide up 

to 300 MWh of energy, a level of energy sufficient to power 100,000 Delaware homes.  The 

Bluewater Term Sheet establishes a timeline for constructing the offshore wind facility 11.5 

miles off the coast of Rehoboth Beach, with a guaranteed initial delivery date as early as June 1, 

2014, but no later than the spring of 2015.  The Bluewater Term Sheet’s projected schedule 

provides for installation of 50% of the wind turbines in 2012 and the remaining half in 2013, 

which is approximately a one-year delay from the expected construction schedule under 

                                                 
10 See PSC Order No. 7277 (September 4, 2007). 
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Bluewater’s original bid where the first phase of construction was schedule to commence in 

2011.   

 In response to the State Agencies’ direction pursuant to Order No. 7199, Bluewater 

reduced both the size of its original bid proposal and the amount of energy and capacity that it 

will sell to Delmarva.  Bluewater reduced the hourly maximum energy requirement by 25% from 

400 MWh to 300 MWh.  Bluewater also reduced the nameplate capacity of its wind facility from 

600 MW to 450 MW.  Accordingly, the new project is comprised of 150 turbines each with a 

nameplate capacity of 3 MW rather than 200 of such wind turbines as proposed in Bluewater’s 

original bid.  The current wind project serves 13% less11 of the residential and small commercial 

(“RSCI”) SOS load based on the reduction in size of the wind facility. 

 The pricing provisions of the Bluewater Term Sheet also deviate significantly from 

Bluewater’s original bid in two respects.  First, the proposed rates for energy, capacity, and 

RECs are higher than the original bid proposal in each year of the proposed contract term.  

Second, the Bluewater Term Sheet includes a price adjustment provision – not part of the 

original bid – that adjusts the price of energy upward in accordance with changes in commodity 

indices and currency exchange rates.  Notably, the price in excess of market has risen 

significantly since the original proposal, based on the independent economic evaluation 

performed by the IC, and although the project will serve a smaller portion of Delmarva’s SOS 

load, the price impact will be higher on a per kWh customer  basis. 

 In the Term Sheet, Bluewater proposes an initial (2007) energy rate of $105.90 MWh12 

(i.e. 10.59c/kWh).13  This rate increases by 2.5% each year under an inflation price escalator.  

                                                 
11 The Bluewater Term Sheet reduces the percentage of projected RSCI SOS load served by the project in 2014 from 
43% to 30%. 
12 Bluewater’s original bid proposal priced energy at $105.27/MWh in 2011.  The 2011 energy price under the 
Bluewater Term Sheet is $116.89/MWh before application of the price adjustment. 
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The energy rate is also subject to the “one-time” price adjustment provision.  Under this 

provision, the energy rate will increase in an amount based on changes in the exchange rate as 

well as rising prices of steel, copper, aluminum, lead, and fuel.  For example, in 2010, the energy 

price would increase from $114/MWh to $125/MWh where the net effect of the commodity and 

currency pricing escalators is a 10% increase.  The increased adjusted price is compounded each 

year by the 2.5% inflation pricing escalator. 

 In addition to the sale of up to 300 MWh of energy annually, Bluewater proposes to sell 

up to 105 MW of unforced capacity (“UCAP”) pursuant to a capacity rate of $65.23/kW-year.14  

In addition, Bluewater proposes a maximum of 175,000 RECs for $19.75 per REC.15  Both the 

capacity and REC payment rates are subject to the 2.5% pricing escalator but not the “one-time” 

price adjustment provision. 

 Despite points of agreement on several crucial terms of the potential PPA, the following 

disputed issues remain: 

• The circumstances under which Delmarva could terminate the PPA if Delmarva’s 
auditing firm determines that Delmarva must consolidate Bluewater under FASB 
Interpretation No. 46; 

 
• Whether a party is in default under the PPA if the event of default is caused by an 

affiliate of the non-defaulting party; 
 

• Whether the PPA should contain a provision that both parties agree not to pursue any 
litigation (and cause their affiliates not to pursue any litigation) to terminate the 
agreement or otherwise appeal the process by which the PPA was approved; and 

 
• Terms regarding assignments and changes in control of a party. 

                                                                                                                                                             
13 All price values in this Report are expressed in 2007 levelized dollars, unless otherwise noted. 
14 Bluewater’s original bid proposal priced capacity at $22.70/kW-year. 
15 Bluewater charged $10 per REC under its original bid. 
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These disputed issues are analyzed by the IC in its assessment of the Term Sheets.  See IC 

Assessment at 51-53.16 

B. NRG 

NRG proposes to build a new 300 MW natural gas-fired combined cycle facility located 

at NRG’s Indian River site in Sussex County.  An essential component of the project is the 

construction of a new natural gas pipeline to be built by Eastern Shores Natural Gas Company 

(“ESNG”) below the Chesapeake Bay from Cove Point, Maryland to a location in proximity to 

the project site (“the New Pipeline”).  The New Pipeline, with an associated pipeline extension, 

will provide firm natural gas transportation service for the project.  However, if ESNG does not 

receive all the required permits to build the pipeline by June 1, 2012 or if the pipeline is not in 

service by the project’s June 1, 2013 in-service date, either party may terminate the PPA without 

liability.  NRG proposes to sell 195 MW of UCAP from the plant and a sufficient amount of 

energy to make-up the difference between 300 MWh and Bluewater’s hourly deliveries to 

Delmarva.  In the event of a shortfall of wind energy production relative to the day-ahead 

schedule in any hour, the Term Sheet provides that NRG will sell to Delmarva the amount of the 

shortfall at the applicable PJM real time energy price.  In the event of an excess of wind energy 

production relative to the day-ahead schedule in any hour, NRG would buy back the excess at 

the real time price.   

Under the NRG Term Sheet, the proposed capacity payment rate is $19.25/kW-month 

with no escalation over the 25-year term of the PPA.  The NRG Term Sheet includes a charge to 

compensate NRG for the monthly demand charge payable to ESNG for the New Pipeline for 

                                                 
16 For the IC’s analysis of disputed issues in the Conectiv Term Sheets, see IC Assessment at 54-55. There are not 
disputed issues regarding the NRG Term Sheets.   
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44,000 MMBtu/day.  After application of the demand charge, the total estimated price for 

195,000 kW-month of UCAP is $23.85/kW-month. 

  The project energy payment rate is equal to the product of the guaranteed contract heat 

rate of 7.2 MMBtu/MWh (7,200 Btu/kWh) and a market price for regional natural gas—the daily 

Transco Zone 6 Non-NY price published in Gas Daily—plus a Variable O&M Rate of 

$2.00/MWh in 2007, adjusted in accordance with changes in the Gross Domestic Product 

Implicit Price Deflator (“GDPIPD”).  In addition, the Term Sheet provides for payments to NRG 

and compensation for fuel used associated with plant starts.   NRG expects that the plant will 

average one start per week. 

Finally, the energy charge includes a pass-through provision for the costs of any future 

environmental compliance costs associated with a change in law – including the cost of buying 

allowances associated with the RGGI and costs associated with complying with future federal 

greenhouse gas emission regulations.  The Term Sheet applies any allowance allocations to costs 

based on the 65% ratio of project capacity to total capacity.   

NRG proposes provision of reactive power and synchronized reserves at no additional 

charge to Delmarva.  NRG will provide Delmarva with 65% of the revenues it receives from 

PJM in connection with providing these ancillary services.  NRG estimates that the expected 

revenue from these ancillary services is $1.2 million annually, of which it will credit Delmarva 

65% (i.e. $780,000).  

Assuming the New Pipeline is constructed, additional natural gas capacity will become 

available to help accommodate the residential growth occurring in that region of the State. 
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C. Conectiv 

Conectiv proposes to build two new 100 MW GE LMS electric generating units to be 

located in Sussex County near Bridgeville, which interconnects the grid at a point on the North 

Seaford-Harrington 138 kV transmission line.  Conectiv proposes to sell 195 MW of UCAP from 

the project.  Like NRG, Conectiv is also responsible for providing the backup energy 

requirement from the project or any other source, subject to the terms of the PPA.  Unlike NRG’s 

project that generates electricity strictly from natural gas, Conectiv will use low-sulphur diesel as 

a backup fuel source. 

Capacity charges consist of two components.  First, Conectiv proposes a flat charge of 

$10.65/kW-month for the entire 25-year term of the PPA.  Second, Conectiv proposes a separate 

charge for interconnection and system upgrade costs equal to the product of $.06/kW-month and 

the sum of the project’s total interconnection costs and system upgrade costs in millions of 

dollars.  Based on an allocation of Delmarva’s estimate of $22.3 million for interconnection and 

system upgrade costs for the Conectiv and Bluewater project combination, the 

interconnection/upgrade adder is $0.62/kW-month and the total capacity charge is $11.27/kW-

month. 

With respect to the backup energy requirement, the energy rate is the lower of: (a) the 

sum of (i) the Day Ahead energy LMP in the Delmarva zone plus (ii) $0.50/MWh in 2008, 

adjusted each year thereafter with changes in the Gross Domestic Product Implicit Price Deflator 

(“GDPIPD”); and (b) the project’s Run Cost.  If the backup energy requirement in any hour is 

more than 195 MW, for such hours the energy rate would be Day Ahead LMP plus $0.50/MWh 

(adjusted by the GDPIPD).  There is also a minimum energy purchase requirement of 1,000,000 
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MWh per year (if the wind plant is in commercial operation), with a payment due to Conectiv of 

$1.00/MWh in 2008, adjusted annually with changes in the GDPIPD.17 

Conectiv’s proposal has 140 MVAR of spinning reserve and synchronous condensing 

capabilities from one 100 MW unit.  The other unit does not have that capability.  Conectiv will 

bid the spinning reserve and synchronous condensing services into PJM on a daily basis, and if 

accepted by PJM, Conectiv will retain the revenues from either of these services.  The reliability 

benefits will accrue to the PJM and Delmarva systems.  If Delmarva requires either of these 

services, they can be purchased from PJM.  Both units are capable of providing reactive power to 

the PJM system.  Reactive power is sold to PJM on a cost basis under a tariff approved by the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”).  The estimated $600,000-$700,000 revenue 

generated from the sale of reactive power passes through to Delmarva. 

III. Decision-Making Factors 
 

A. Cost 

1. Bluewater 

a. Implications of the Energy Price Adjustment Provision. 

Bluewater’s original bid proposal employed a fixed rate for energy price.  However, the 

project as revised under the Bluewater Term Sheet provides for a one-way – upward – 

adjustment to the energy price based on changes in some commodity indices and currency rates.  

The two most important components of this novel energy price adjustment provision are steel 

(33%) and currency exchange rates (30%).  The IC employed conservative average rate of 

increase values for steel and currency of 5.8% and 0%, respectively.18  With respect to the 

remaining metals – copper, aluminum, and lead – the IC assumed that prices will increase 

                                                 
17 See IC Assessment at 6 for a detailed explanation regarding calculation of the GDPIPD. 
18 The IC also used 0% for oil. 
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annually at the 2.5% level of inflation.  The IC also escalated prices based on a 5-year historical 

trend. 

As depicted in Table 1, below, the real levelized contract unit cost of Bluewater’s original 

proposal with a 400 MWh energy cap was $99.93/MWh in 2007 dollars.19  In contrast, the 

Bluewater Term Sheet provides for a real levelized energy rate in the range of $115.06/MWh to 

$288.12/MWh depending on the movement of the commodities index and currency exchange 

rate.20  This potential risk of 150% increase in energy rates will be borne exclusively by SOS 

ratepayers.  If the spike in the commodities index is greater than the past five years, the price will 

escalate even higher than the $288.12/MWh levelized contract cost listed below.    

 
Table 1: Cost Comparison of Original Bluewater Proposal and Bluewater Term Sheet 
 

Proposals 
Adjustment 

Factor 

Contracted 
Annual 
GWh 

Percentage of 
SOS Load 

(2014) 

Real 
Levelized 

Contract Unit 
Cost 

(2007$/MWh) 

NPV of 
Contract 

Cost 
($million) 

Old BW (2006)  1,588 43% $99.93  $1,367  

New BW (No Adj)  1,106 30% $115.06  $1,096  

New BW (Conservative Adj) 1.13 1,106 30% $128.38  $1,223  
New BW (Conservative Adj-
Delayed) 1.18 1,106 30% $133.64  $1,273  

New BW (Historical Adj) 1.72 1,106 30% $190.95  $1,818  

New BW (Historical Adj-Delayed) 2.63 1,106 30% $288.12  $2,744  

 

The energy price adjustment’s adverse consequence for SOS ratepayers is compounded 

each year by the 2.5% inflation escalator.  The inflation escalator ratchets up price even more 

than it would absent the price adjustment because the larger adjusted energy price produces a 

larger inflation adjustment that continues to grow each year. 21   

                                                 
19 The IC calculated the price of Bluewater’s original bid and the current Term Sheet based on an assumption that 
the entire project goes into commercial operation in January 2014.  The original bid also contains an assumption 
regarding system upgrade costs. 
20 For a detailed discussion on the IC’s calculation of adjusted energy payment rates, see IC Assessment at 16-24. 
21 In 2014, the electric bill will contain an additional cost of $20 and $15 per month for a customer using 1,000 and 
750 kWh per month, respectively. 
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The IC determined that the majority of Bluewater’s energy price – 98% – is subject to the 

energy price adjustment provision, which is independent from Bluewater’s costs and contractual 

obligations.22  Bluewater expects to enter into two major contracts with vendors for construction 

of the wind facility: (1) a Turbine Supply Agreement (“TSA”) with Vestas; and (2) a Balance of 

Plant Agreement (“BOP”) for construction of key facilities such as the foundation and undersea 

cables.  The price adjustment is comprised of a TSA and BOP sub-adjustment.  Specifically, the 

IC calculated that 160% of the TSA sub-adjustment is subject to the price adjustment.  

Moreover, the IC observed that the energy payment rate comprises approximately 94% of 

Delmarva’s payment for Bluewater’s services under the PPA.  Accordingly, the IC concluded 

that 92% of the revised project’s total cost is subject to the pricing escalator. 

b. Balancing Operating Reserves, RECs, and Imputed Debt. 

The IC did not assess any charge or credit to Bluewater based on the difference between 

day-ahead and real time market energy prices because Locational Marginal Prices (“LMPs”) 

have averaged substantially less than $0.50/MWh over the past several years.  In addition, the IC 

reasoned that the replacement energy offering of the backup suppliers provides an additional 

hedge.  Moreover, the IC concluded that the costs associated with balancing operating reserves 

were minor. 

With respect to the payment rate for RECs, the IC concluded that it resulted in neither an 

additional net cost nor benefit to Delmarva ratepayers.  The IC recognized that Bluewater’s REC 

price was higher than the market price, but concluded that Bluewater’s sale of one million or 

more RECs into the market could dampen the market price.  Finally, the IC concluded that 

imputed debt adds less than $1.00/MWh in cost based on a 25% risk factor.  

                                                 
22 The original Bluewater Term Sheet had 136% of the energy price indexed e.g. a $1.00 change in costs would raise 
price $1.36.  On October 17, 2007, Bluewater submitted a revised adjustment mechanism that was 85% of the 
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c. Comparison of Price Impact Under the Original and Revised Projects. 

The IC concluded that the revised Bluewater proposal contains a higher average price 

when energy, capacity, and REC costs are combined.  At the same time, the RSCI load served by 

the revised project declines by 13%.  In light of the higher unit costs of the new proposal, the 

implications of the energy price adjustment, and the reduction in the quantity of energy 

deliveries, the net cost impact for ratepayers is drastically higher in all scenarios.  The following 

table depicts adjusted energy prices after application of the IC’s assumptions regarding the price 

adjustment provision:  

 
 Above 

Market 
NPV 

($million) 

300 MW 
Block  Cost 

Real 
Levelized 

(2007$/MWh) 

SOS Cost 
Impact Real 
Levelized 

(2007$/MWh) 
Old BW (2006) $203  $95.27  $6.23  

New BW (No Adj) $271  $100.52  $8.06  

New BW (Conservative Adj) $398  $106.12  $11.71  

New BW (Conservative Adj-Delayed) $448  $108.33  $13.16  

New BW (Historical Adj) $994  $132.44  $28.86  

New BW (Historical Adj-Delayed) $1,919  $173.32  $55.49  

 

The current price impact for Delmarva SOS customers with a conservative estimate of 

the new price adjustment is $11.71/MWh compared to $6.23/MWh in Bluewater’s original bid 

proposal or approximately $12 a month for a customer using 1,000 KWh.23  However, if the 

commodity indices and exchange rater increase at historical levels, the cost impact is 

$28.86/MWh.  This figure nearly doubles to $55.49/MWh if financial closing occurs five years 

after execution of the PPA rather than three years.24  These significantly higher rates that will 

                                                                                                                                                             
original that reduced the amount of energy priced indexed to 98%. 
23 Including imputed debt costs increased the rate to 11.71/MWh from 11.06/MWh.  See IC Assessment at 39, Table 
NPB and SOS Cost Impact (including 25% imputed debt).  
24 The Term Sheet has a milestone date for closing in 2012, but delays could be incurred up to two years and the 
PPA would still be in effect.  In fact, the proposed price escalators could give Bluewater an economic incentive to 
delay the project, thereby increasing the price of its output to all Delmarva SOS customers. 
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pass-through to RSCI SOS ratepayers pose a serious risk of customer migration.  These 

unilateral transfers of risk during construction to the ratepayer are intolerable. 

Price stability is one of the primary goals of the EURCSA.  While price stability was a 

principal attribute of Bluewater’s original bid proposal, the energy price adjustment included in 

the Bluewater Term Sheet increases price volatility because the price is not fixed during the 

construction period.  The IC concluded that the energy price adjustment provision is 

commercially unreasonable for several reasons.  First, the uncapped adjustment may create sharp 

price increases for the entire term of the PPA with price spikes in the underlying construction-

based commodities during the time period preceding financial closing of the project.  In contrast, 

fuel price adjustment provisions, while often volatile, periodically result in price reductions and 

do not entrench price increases for the entire contract term.  Second, the price adjustment is 

asymmetrical in a way that is always adverse to the SOS ratepayers.  The one-way nature of the 

energy price adjustment provision creates a strong incentive to “over-hedge” costs because a 

reduction in the underlying indices will not cause a drop in revenues greater than the developer’s 

reduction in costs.25  Third, the price adjustment lacks correlation with power market prices, and 

accordingly, likely “over-leverages” increases in commodity costs. 

2. Backup Proposals  

Both the NRG and Conectiv Term Sheets include pass-through provisions for costs 

associated with natural gas transportation service to ESNG. The IC concluded that NRG’s 

proposed calculation of these pipeline costs would remain stable over time.  With respect to 

Conectiv, the IC determined that its pass-through charge will escalate with inflation.  The IC 

                                                 
25 Symmetrical price adjustment provisions create a strong incentive for the developer to match its costs with 
revenue or “underhedge” its costs to provide price stability to customers. 
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recommended that the PPAs specify a reasonable upper limit on the pass-through costs and 

require Delmarva’s approval of the applicable gas transportation agreement. 

Both NRG and Conectiv further offer to credit Delmarva with any revenue received in 

connection with the providers’ provision of ancillary services, including reactive support to PJM.  

The IC concluded that the cost of ancillary services will remain stable and flat over the PPA 

term.  Based on the foregoing, the IC determined that these provisions in the Term Sheets do not 

have a significant net price impact on Delmarva’s ratepayers.  However, IC’s economic analysis 

revealed that all of the bid combinations are above market in all scenarios using conservative 

estimates for the Bluewater price adjustment.26  The IC concluded that the Bluewater-Conectiv 

arrangement is the most favorable combination because it contains low fixed costs and provides 

a hedge against high peak energy market prices.  Moreover, the economic analysis demonstrated 

that the combination of the Bluewater and Conectiv proposals is superior to the Bluewater 

proposal standing alone based on market price projections.  In the Reference Case, the 

incremental cost of the Bluewater-Conectiv combination for RSCI SOS ratepayers is 

approximately $10/MWh. 

B. Impact on Energy and Capacity Market Prices 

 Generally, the introduction of additional supply in a market-based power system, which 

includes PJM’s RPM, tends to lower the cost of the marginal unit.  As a result, the IC determined 

that injection of additional generation into the transmission constrained Delmarva zone may have 

a positive impact in containing capacity prices.  Similarly, additional energy supply may 

suppress the average price of remaining energy requirements in the Delmarva zone.  The IC 

concluded that Bluewater’s wind facility would have a greater suppression effect than NRG’s or 

                                                 
26 For a detailed description of the assumptions employed in each of three scenarios used in the economic analysis, 
see IC Assessment at 26-33. 
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Conectiv’s gas-fired units because it is a zero cost resource in the supply stack.  However, it 

should be noted that its price to customers is higher than the market, and thus, the average total 

price will not decline.   

C. Environmental and Health Impacts 

Carbon dioxide emissions that contribute to climate change are a global political and 

health issue.  The absence of carbon dioxide emissions undoubtedly makes Bluewater’s wind 

project more attractive, particularly in light of federal greenhouse gas regulations that are 

expected to be implemented by Bluewater’s in-service date.  An offshore wind project in 

Delaware injects approximately the same amount of carbon free energy into the PJM power grid 

as an onshore wind project in a larger state such as Pennsylvania.  Accordingly, approval of the 

Bluewater proposal constitutes a major contribution in addressing climate change. 

However, the environmental benefits of Bluewater’s proposal contain attendant risk and 

cost.  In an assessment of a proposed offshore wind farm, the Long Island Power Authority 

observed:  

Although North America has seen tremendous growth in its land-based wind power 
developments, the off-shore market still poses additional development obstacles.  These 
include the lack of incentives to invest in high-cost offshore technology, specialized 
infrastructure needed to develop large-scale offshore facilities, and the uncertain 
regulatory environment in the U.S. regarding siting and other aspects of this type of 
technology.  Wind project [engineering, procurement, and construction] costs have risen 
substantially in recent years due to elevated metals prices and increased demand for wind 
turbines.  In addition, offshore wind farm costs are inherently greater than those for land-
based developments because of difficulty of installation, additional foundation and 
support requirements, underwater cabling and interconnection requirements, and 
additional maintenance costs.27 
 

In light of these risks, the IC explained that less costly alternatives to addressing climate change, 

such as onshore wind facilities, are available.   

                                                 
27 Pace Global Energy Services, “Assessment of Offshore Wind Power Resources” (August 22, 2007) at 6, available 
at http://www.lipower.org/newscenter/pr/2007/pace_wind.pdf. 
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D. System Reliability 

 A fundamental condition to development of adequate energy supply resources is a 

reliable power grid.  The IC analyzed two system load flow studies performed to assess the local 

reliability impact of the proposed new generation projects in the Delmarva zone.   On April 27, 

2007, PowerWorld filed its report concluding that although the retirement of Indian River Units 

1 and 2 did not create insurmountable reliability issues in Delaware, each scenario introduced 

new contingency violations that would have to be addressed operationally regardless of which 

generation option was in place.  On October 15, 2007, Delmarva provided a reliability analysis 

of the specific projects proposed in the Term Sheets.  Delmarva’s analysis identified system 

upgrades that will likely be required to interconnect the proposed projects.  Delmarva’s study 

concluded that the new generation proposals will have a positive effect on system reliability in 

the Bay region and will complement the transmission reinforcements already planned for the 

area.  Based on the power flow study of its consultant and discussions with key PJM 

representatives, Staff continues to believe that a new generation resource(s) located in Southern 

Delaware is needed in light of the now planned retirements of two Indian River generating 

facilities.  

E. Risk of Project Delay and/or Failure 

1. Bluewater 

In the Interim Report, the IC raised several concerns regarding project viability.  First, 

siting and permitting of the offshore wind facility is dependent on promulgation of Minerals 

Management Service rules that currently remain under development.28  Second, Bluewater’s pro 

forma for its original proposal relied heavily on the sale of speculative greenhouse gas 

                                                 
28 Interim Report at 21-22. 
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allowances.29  With respect to the latter issue, the IC explained that Babcock & Brown’s30 

acquisition of a controlling interest in Bluewater strengthens the financial viability of the project 

proposed under the Term Sheet.  Failure of the Bluewater project has implications on the backup 

generation PPAs.  However, the IC did not evaluate the backup arrangements on a stand-alone 

basis.   

2. Backup Proposals 

 The primary project viability issue for NRG’s project is dependence on the construction 

of the New Pipeline.  The New Pipeline project is in the preliminary planning stages, and thus, 

ESNG’s ability to obtain required permits and costs remain uncertain.31  However, Staff 

observes that development and construction of a new natural gas pipeline in Delaware will 

provide collateral benefits to ratepayers.  Siting poses a significant problem for Conectiv’s 

proposal because it does not yet own property rights to the target sites (although Conectiv 

indicates that it has rights to a backup site). 

IV.  Staff Recommendations.  

 
Last May, the State Agencies determined that Delaware must take control of its energy 

future.  The State Agencies envision this energy future with dependable energy sources, a 

reliable power system, and reasonably priced, stable energy prices.  In order to fulfill this goal, 

the State Agencies must evaluate the Term Sheets in the context of the EURCSA.  The EURCSA 

seeks to ensure that innovative baseload technologies, environmental benefits, existing fuel and 

                                                 
29 Id. 
30 American Wind Energy Association identified Babcock & Brown as one of the "Top 5 Managing Owners of 
Wind Energy Installations." 
31 The IC noted that it is uncertain as to whether the NRG project will contribute significantly to the success of the 
New Pipeline. 
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transmission facilities, fuel diversity, and use of existing brownfield site are valued in any 

generation project. 

After an informed and deliberative review of the Term Sheets and the IC’s assessment, 

Staff cannot recommend that the State Agencies direct PPAs based on any of the long-term 

generation proposals, including the backup arrangements.  Throughout the RFP process, many 

members of the public, Staff, and the State Agencies have expressed an interest in taking control 

of Delaware’s energy future by bringing clean, stable energy to the State.  However, the IC’s 

assessment reveals that the undertaking to pioneer the first offshore wind facility in the Untied 

States entails significant cost and risk that violates the EURCSA’s underlying principles and is 

not in the public interest of the ratepayers. 

The fact that the proposal outlined in the Bluewater Term Sheet deviates from its original 

bid proposal in two material respects drives Staff’s decision.  First, the revised Bluewater project 

is more expensive than its original bid.  Application of the energy price adjustment provision 

exposes SOS customers to rising prices that will exist throughout the entire 25-year contract 

term.  A conservative estimate of the price above market to be borne by Delmarva SOS 

customers with the new price adjustment is $11.71/MWh compared to $6.23/MWh in 

Bluewater’s original bid proposal or approximately $12 a month for a customer using 1,000 

KWh.  This adverse effect on ratepayers is compounded each year through the inflation 

escalator.  The price adjustment shifts the energy payment in one direction, upward, and does not 

present any potential savings to ratepayers.  Through this commercially unreasonable price 

escalator, Bluewater shifted a large amount of risk and none of the potential economic benefits 

associated with its revised project to the RSCI SOS ratepayers.  Accordingly, the RSCI SOS 

ratepayers assume full responsibility for costs, which will likely total millions of dollars, 
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associated with the development of Bluewater’s wind project.  Second, the Bluewater Term 

Sheet delayed timing of the project by one year.  This delay, coupled with the pricing escalator, 

increases expense associated with the proposal.  Although Staff expected Bluewater’s price to 

come down in the course of negotiations, the PPA negotiations actually yielded a more 

expensive, less favorable project. 

The transformation of Bluewater’s proposal results in more risk and higher costs.  

Rejection of offshore wind proposals in other jurisdictions such as New York and Texas 

heightens uncertainty regarding the viability of offshore wind facilities.  In light of the foregoing 

risk, the current Bluewater proposal does not achieve the greatest long-term system benefits in 

the most cost-effective manner, which is the cornerstone tenet of the EURCSA.  Accordingly, 

Staff concludes that Bluewater’s project, as revised, is not an acceptable solution to Delaware’s 

energy needs.  Both NRG’s and Conectiv’s proposals under the Term Sheets are structured as an 

element of Bluewater’s wind project.  Thus, the back-up proposals as currently structured are 

also not acceptable.   

Despite the recommendation with respect to the long-term generation proposals, Staff 

continues to advocate the portfolio approach to energy planning, which surely should continue to 

look at the long-term benefits of wind, whether onshore or offshore.  Accordingly, Staff 

recommends that the State Agencies continue to review portfolio energy supply options, 

including proposals offered by Bluewater, NRG and Conectiv, in the ongoing IRP process in 

PSC Docket No. 07-20.  If the State Agencies believe there is merit in continuing to explore the 

Term Sheets through the current RFP process, then Staff would recommend that the Bluewater 

proposal only be further considered under specific parameters that would address the risk and 

pricing concerns described herein. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Background 

On November 1, 2006, Delmarva Power & Light Company (“Delmarva” or “DP&L”) issued a 
Request for Proposals (“RFP”) for the purchase of power under long-term contracts from new 
generation resources to be built within the State of Delaware for the purpose of supplying 
standard offer service (“SOS”), as required under the Electric Utility Retail Customer Supply Act 
of 2006 (“EURCSA” or the “Act”).  Three bidders submitted proposals in response to the RFP 
on or by December 22, 2006: (1) Bluewater Wind, LLC (“Bluewater”) submitted multiple bids 
from two 600 MW proposed offshore wind projects; (2) Conectiv Energy Supply, Inc. 
(“Conectiv” or “CESI”), an affiliate of Delmarva, proposed alternative bids from a planned 177 
MW natural gas-fired plant; and (3) NRG Energy, Inc. (“NRG”), proposed multiple bids from a 
planned 600 MW coal-fired integrated gasification combined cycle (“IGCC”) facility.   

Following evaluation of the bids, on May 22, 2007, the state agencies authorized by the Act—the 
Delaware Public Service Commission (“Commission”), the Energy Office (an office of the 
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control), the Office of Management and 
Budget, and the Controller General (“State Agencies”)—directed Delmarva to negotiate a power 
purchase agreement (“PPA”) with Bluewater for approximately 200-300 MW of energy and 
associated capacity and for backup capacity, energy, and ancillary services from a natural gas-
fired combustion turbine or combined cycle facility, preferably in Sussex County from either 
NRG or Conectiv.32  Delmarva was directed to conduct three separate negotiations in parallel 
with oversight from an independent mediator who was subsequently appointed by the State 
Agencies.   

The State Agencies’ decision was based in large part on the Staff’s support for what it referred to 
as the “Delaware Hybrid”—a purchase of 200-300 MW from an offshore wind farm backed up 
by a purchase of 150-200 MW from a gas turbine (or combined cycle) project with a 
synchronous condenser in Sussex County.33  The major underlying concerns behind this proposal 
to seek modifications to the original proposals were that the Bluewater proposal for the sale of up 
to 400 MWh per hour was sized too large for the SOS load of residential and small commercial 
and industrial (“RSCI”) customers, for whom the purchase was intended, and that there is a need 
for reactive power and voltage support in southern Delaware for reliability purposes which the 
suggested gas turbine project could provide.34   

                                                 
32 Findings, Opinion and Order No. 7199, PSC Docket No. 06-241. 
33 See Exhibit A to Findings, Opinion and Order No. 7199, PSC Docket No. 06-241, at 69. 
34 This perceived need would be exacerbated if NRG’s Indian River Units 1 and 2 would be retired.  Since the State 
Agencies’ decision, NRG has agreed with the State of Delaware to retire these units in a settlement involving 
compliance with Delaware’s multi-pollutant environmental regulations. 
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On September 4, 2007, the State Agencies directed Delmarva to conclude term sheets containing 
the major terms of the power purchase agreements (“PPAs”) under negotiation (“Term Sheets”) 
on or by September 14, 2007.35  The State Agencies further directed Commission staff (“Staff”) 
to issue a report to the State Agencies regarding its review of the Term Sheets by October 29, 
2007. Following submission of comments by all interested participants on the Term Sheets and 
the Staff Report by November 12, 2007, the State Agencies will consider the Term Sheets, the 
Staff Report, and corresponding comments at the Commission’s November 20, 2007 public 
meeting. 

New Energy Opportunities, Inc. and its subcontractors, the consulting team previously hired by 
the State Agencies to assist in overseeing the RFP and in evaluating the bids (the “Independent 
Consultant” or “IC”) has been retained to provide an economic evaluation and risk assessment 
regarding the term sheet proposals. The IC’s assessment is contained in this report.   

B. Description of Term Sheet Proposals 

 
On September 14, 2007, Delmarva submitted three separate term sheets: (1) Delmarva-
Bluewater Wind Delaware LLC (“Bluewater”); (2) Delmarva-New Indian River Genco, LLC, 
owned by NRG; and (3) Delmarva-Conectiv.  Delmarva indicated that matters that the parties 
did not agree upon were designated with brackets where the bracketed language reflects the 
parties’ positions on these issues.  There are less than a half dozen of such issues in the 
Bluewater term sheet and even less in the Conectiv and NRG term sheets.  In addition,   
Delmarva identified some contract provisions with an asterisk (*) to designate that Delmarva 
found either unacceptable or had not yet had the opportunity to fully evaluate the provision’s 
economic impact.36   While the bidders submitted pricing and certain other terms and conditions 
of the original bids with requests for confidentiality, the pricing and other terms and conditions 
of all three Term Sheets are public.  Subsequently, Bluewater submitted a revised price 
adjustment provision and NRG clarified some details of its term sheet with Delmarva. 
 

1. Bluewater Term Sheet 
 
In response to Order No. 7199, Bluewater reduced both the size of its proposed wind project and 
the amount of energy and capacity that would be sold to Delmarva.  Bluewater reduced the 
original proposed energy requirement from an hourly maximum sale of 400 MWh to 300 MWh.  
Bluewater determined that a 450 MW project comprised of 150 wind turbines each with a 
nameplate capacity of 3 MW was more financially viable than the original proposed 600 MW 
project comprised of 200 wind turbines each with a nameplate capacity of 3 MW. 
 
The pricing provisions of the revised proposal differ significantly from the original Bluewater 
proposal in a number of respects.  First, the proposed rates for energy, capacity, and renewable 

                                                 
35 Order No. 7277, PSC Docket No. 06-241. 
36 Delmarva Power & Light Company’s Filing of Bidders’ Proposed Term Sheets at 2-3. 
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energy certificates (“RECs”) are higher than the originally proposed 600 MW Atlantic North 
project in each year of the proposed contract term.  Second, the Term Sheet includes a new price 
adjustment provision that would adjust the price of energy upward if the cost of various 
commodities used in construction of the project (e.g. steel, copper, and aluminum) increase 
between the time of execution of the Bluewater PPA and financial closing for the project.  
Bluewater estimated that the financial closing will occur in April 2010, but it could occur two or 
even four years later.37  However, this price adjustment provision would not adjust prices 
downward if prices of the various commodities decrease. 
 
Specifically, Bluewater proposes an energy rate of $105.90/MWh (10.59 cents/kWh) in 2007, 
with a 2.5% increase each year for the 25-year term of the power purchase agreement.38  These 
rates are subject to a one-time adjustment pursuant to the Pricing Escalators set forth in 
Attachment 4 where the net effect of changes in the price of steel, copper, aluminum, lead, fuel, 
and currency exchange rates is a positive increase.  On October 16, 2007, in response to 
information requests regarding the price adjustment provision, Bluewater revised its Attachment 
4. This revision reduced the impact of price increases of the underlying commodities on the 
energy price proposed in the Term Sheet. 
 
The price adjustment provision applies the change in the index to the price in effect at the time of 
financial closing.  For example, if financial closing occurred in 2010 and the net effect of the 
pricing escalators is a 10% increase, the 2010 price is adjusted upward from $114.04 to $125.44. 
This adjusted energy rate would then increase by 2.5% per year for the remainder of the 25-year 
contract term. 
 
Bluewater also proposes to sell the Capacity Value of the Project (“Unforced Capacity or 
UCAP”) in an amount up to 105 MW (105,000 kW).  The capacity payment rate is $65.23/kW-
year in 2007 (equivalent to $5.44/kW-month), increasing by 2.5% annually.  In addition, the 
Term Sheet authorizes Bluewater to sell Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”) to Delmarva in 
annual amounts up to 175,000/year (equivalent to 175,000 MWh/year) for $19.75 per REC in 
2007, increasing 2.5% per year.  Neither the capacity payments nor the REC payments would be 
subject to the one-time Price Escalator provisions that are applicable to the energy payments. 
   
The Term Sheet provides that construction of the Bluewater project will occur in 45 MW phases 
or “strings” of 15 wind turbines each.  The Term Sheet contains detailed provisions regarding 
this phasing and the impact on rights and responsibilities of the parties.   
 
Under the Term Sheet, the Guaranteed Initial Delivery Date is June 1, 2014.   Bluewater’s 
expected schedule involves installation of 50% of the wind turbines in 2012 and the remaining 
half in 2013 – approximately one year later than Bluewater’s initial bid proposal.   
 

                                                 
37The Critical Milestone Date for Financial Closing is February 29, 2012.  Delmarva may terminate the PPA if 
Bluewater does not achieve Financial Closing by August 31, 2014, unless the delay is due to Force Majeure events, 
in which case the termination date may extend further .  See Bluewater Term Sheet at 13, Attachment 2—Critical 
Milestone Schedule, at 28.   
38 Bluewater Term Sheet at 16. 
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The Term Sheet also addresses the responsibilities of the parties regarding the interaction of the 
intermittent nature of wind power and PJM rules.  Essentially, Delmarva is responsible for 
scheduling and balancing amounts – the difference between day ahead and real time prices where 
the actual energy delivered differs from the day ahead schedule – while the parties will split 
balancing operating reserve charges associated with such imbalances.39 
 
The Bluewater Term Sheet reflects disagreements by the parties on a number of issues: 
 

• The circumstances under which Delmarva could terminate the PPA if Delmarva’s 
auditing firm determines that Delmarva must consolidate Bluewater under FASB 
Interpretation No. 46; 

• Whether a party is in default under the PPA if the event of default is caused by an 
affiliate of the non-defaulting party; 

• Whether the PPA should contain a provision that both parties agree not                        
to pursue any litigation (and cause their affiliates not to pursue any litigation) to terminate 
the agreement or otherwise appeal the process by which the PPA was approved; and 

• Terms regarding assignments and changes in control of a party. 
 
These matters, and an assessment regarding how the Term Sheet provisions compare to the RFP 
standard terms, are addressed in Section III.A.3 of this report. 
 

2. Backup Proposals 
 
During negotiations regarding the gas turbine backup, Delmarva sought from Conectiv and NRG 
sufficient UCAP and energy to supply a 300 MW block.  In other words, because the Bluewater 
Term Sheet authorized Bluewater to provide up to 105 MW of UCAP and 300 MW of energy, 
Delmarva sought 195 MW of UCAP and an amount of energy sufficient to resolve the difference 
between 300 MWh in an hour (the “Energy Cap”) and Bluewater’s hourly deliveries to 
Delmarva.  In the event that construction of the wind project is not complete or it does not 
achieve commercial operation, Delmarva may reduce the “Energy Cap” to an amount between 
195 MW and 300 MW.   If the Bluewater project does not achieve commercial operation prior to 
the Initial Delivery Dates of the backup projects, Delmarva may (a) continue purchasing 
capacity, energy and ancillary services under the PPAs with the backup provider or (b) terminate 
the backup PPA with payment of an early termination fee.  This basic structure is included in 
both the NRG Term Sheet and the Conectiv Term Sheet.  The Term Sheets also contain 
provisions regarding the ancillary services provided under the backup generation arrangement 
and identify the party that will earn the financial benefits associated with providing the ancillary 
services. 
 
 

a. NRG Term Sheet 
 

                                                 
39 Bluewater Term Sheet at 15. 
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NRG proposes to build a new 300 MW natural gas-fired combined cycle facility located at 
NRG’s Indian River site in Sussex County.  The project consists of a new gas turbine and steam 
unit operated in combined cycle mode and related facilities.  An essential component of the 
project (but not the project facilities) is the construction of a new natural gas pipeline to be built 
by Eastern Shore Natural Gas Company (“Eastern Shore”) below the Chesapeake Bay from 
Cove Point, Maryland, the site of an existing liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) terminal, to a 
location in proximity to the project site (“the New Pipeline”).  The new pipeline would provide 
firm natural gas transportation service for the project.   However, if Eastern Shore does not 
receive all the required permits to build the pipeline by June 1, 2012 (for reasons other than an 
excused delay) or if the pipeline is not in service by June 1, 2013, either party may terminate the 
PPA without any liability on the part of either party.40  The Guaranteed Initial Delivery Date for 
the project is June 1, 2013, subject to a maximum one-year extension for excused delays. 
 
NRG proposes to sell 195 MW of UCAP from the plant and a sufficient amount of energy to 
provide the difference between the Energy Cap and Bluewater’s hourly deliveries to Delmarva 
(“the Backup Energy Amount”).  NRG has the right and obligation to schedule the unit in 
compliance with PJM protocols consistent with its responsibilities under the PPA. 
 
From an operational standpoint, Delmarva will provide, on a day ahead basis, the expected 
schedule for energy from the Bluewater project (“the Wind Schedule”).  For the MWh amounts 
each hour above the Wind Schedule up to the Energy Cap (i.e., the Backup Energy Amount), 
NRG will provide the energy on a day ahead basis.41 Also, on a day ahead basis, NRG will 
provide a schedule for its unit (“the Project Schedule”) based on the economics of running the 
unit calculated with prevailing market conditions and operating constraints of the project.  Where 
it is more economic to run the unit, Delmarva will be charged an energy price based on project-
specific energy rates.  Where it is more economic to purchase energy from the market, Delmarva 
will purchase the Backup Energy Amount at PJM Day Ahead prices at the project bus as 
designated by PJM.  NRG assumes the risk regarding plant availability.   
 
In the event of a shortfall of wind energy production relative to the Wind Schedule in any hour, 
the Term Sheet provides that NRG will sell Delmarva the amount of the shortfall at the 
applicable PJM real time energy price (at the project bus).  In the event of an excess of wind 
energy production relative to the Wind Schedule in any hour, NRG would buy back the excess at 
the real time price.  On October 9, 2007, in response to an information request the IC submitted 
to NRG, NRG proposed revision of the Term Sheet to provide backup energy at the lower of 
project-specific rates and the Day Ahead energy price, regardless of whether the energy was 
scheduled in the day ahead market in order to address any imbalance risk issues. 
 
The proposed capacity payment rate is $19.25/kW-month with no escalation over the 25-year 
term of the PPA plus a charge to compensate NRG for the monthly demand charge payable to 
Eastern Shore for the New Pipeline for 44,000 MMBtu/day, which would be sufficient to serve 
the Project based on its expected operating profile.  The projected amount is $4.60/kW-month, 

                                                 
40 NRG Term Sheet at 2, 8. 
41 For instance, where the Wind Schedule provides for 180 MWh, NRG will provide 120 MW based on a 300 MW 
Energy Cap.   
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which would be multiplied by 195,000 kW.  Based on this estimate, the total estimated price for 
UCAP is $23.85/kW-month for 195,000 kW-month of UCAP. 
 
The project energy payment rate is equal to the product of the guaranteed contract heat rate of 
7.2 MMBtu/MWh (7,200 Btu/kWh) and a market price for regional natural gas—the daily 
Transco Zone 6 Non-NY price published in Gas Daily—plus a Variable O&M Rate of 
$2.00/MWh in 2007, adjusted in accordance with changes in the Gross Domestic Product 
Implicit Price Deflator (“GDPIPD”), a widely accepted inflation index.  In addition, the Term 
Sheet provides compensation to NRG for fuel used associated with plant starts.  
   
Finally, the energy charge includes a pass through provision for the costs of any future 
environmental compliance costs associated with a change in law.42  This includes the cost of 
buying allowances associated with the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (“RGGI”) and costs 
associated with complying with future federal greenhouse gas emission regulations.  Any 
allowances allocated to the Project would be applied to cost based on the proportion of the 
Project Capacity to the total capacity (i.e., 65 percent).   
 
NRG will provide reactive power and synchronized reserves to the extent available from its 
project associated with 195 MW of capacity without an additional charge to Delmarva.  Because 
NRG has operating control of the unit, which has 300 MW of capacity, and will receive revenues 
from PJM in connection with providing these ancillary services, NRG will surrender to 
Delmarva 65% of the revenues it receives from PJM in connection with providing these ancillary 
services.  While the plant will provide reactive power to PJM and NRG (and Delmarva) will 
obtain compensation for these services, NRG does not expect that the plant in practice will 
provide synchronized reserves (spinning reserves) because its expected dispatch strategy.  NRG 
estimates that the expected revenue from ancillary reactive power services to PJM is $1.2 million 
annually, of which it will credit 65% or $780,000 to Delmarva.  
 
 

b. Conectiv Term Sheet 
 
Conectiv proposes to build two new 100 MW GE LMS electric generating units located in 
Sussex County near Bridgeville, which would interconnect with the grid at a point on the North 
Seaford-Harrington 138 kV transmission line.  The GE LMS units are relatively new gas turbine 
units with quick start capability to reach full load within 10 minutes from a cold start.  While the 
units have quicker start capability than the combined cycle plant proposed by NRG, they also 
have a substantially higher contractually guaranteed heat rate—9,000 Btu/kWh compared to 
7,200 Btu/kWh—making the units less efficient in converting fuel to electricity.  On the other 
hand, the efficiency of the proposed GE units is significantly better than the industry average for 
peaking units.  The Conectiv project is scheduled to achieve commercial operation in mid-2012. 
 
Like most peaking units, the capital costs and capacity charges are substantially lower than those 
associated with the combined cycle plant proposed by NRG.  Notably, one of the two units 
proposed by Conectiv is equipped to provide both spinning reserve and synchronous condensing 
capability of 140 MVARs (the other unit would not have that capability).  Another difference 
                                                 
42 NRG Term Sheet at 18-19. 
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between the NRG and Conectiv proposals is that the NRG plant would utilize firm natural gas 
transportation, contingent on the construction of a new pipeline expansion. The Conectiv 
proposal is not associated with new gas pipeline construction and would primarily use 
interruptible natural gas and ultra low sulfur diesel as a backup fuel.  Finally, the Conectiv plant 
is located at a new plant site, while the NRG project will be built at an existing plant site.   
 
Conectiv proposes to sell 195 MW of UCAP from the project. However, in the event of 
insufficient UCAP available from the plant, Conectiv will cover the difference from another 
source.  As in the NRG Term Sheet, Conectiv would also be responsible for providing the 
Backup Energy Amount from the project or any other source, subject to the terms of the PPA. If 
the wind project achieves full commercial operation, the Backup Energy Amount is the 
difference between 300 MWh and the hourly deliveries from the wind project.   
 
Capacity charges to Delmarva consist of two components.  The first is a flat charge of 
$10.65/kW-month for the entire 25-year term of the PPA.  The second is a separate charge for 
interconnection and system upgrade costs.  The charge is the product of $.06/kW-month and sum 
of the project’s total interconnection costs (on the Delmarva side of the project’s generation step-
up transformer) and system upgrade costs in millions of dollars.  
 
For the Backup Energy Amount in any hour up to and including 195 MWh, the energy rate 
would be the lower of: (a) the sum of (i) the Day Ahead energy LMP in the Delmarva zone plus 
(ii) $.50/MWh in 2008, adjusted each year thereafter with changes in the GDPIPD; and (b) the 
project’s Run Cost.  If the Energy Makeup Amount in any hour is more than 195 MW, for such 
hours the energy rate would be Day Ahead LMP plus $.50/MWh (adjusted by the GDPIPD).  
Delmarva is also bound by a minimum energy purchase requirement of 1,000,000 MWh per year 
(if the wind plant is in commercial operation), with a payment due to Conectiv of $1.00/MWh in 
2008, adjusted annually with changes in the GDPIPD. 
 
The Run Cost has three components: (a) (i) the Price of Fuel in $/MMBtu multiplied by (ii) 
9.000 MMBtu/MWh (9,000 Btu/kWh) plus (b) a $5.50/MWh Variable O&M charge for the PJM 
contract year ending May 31, 2013, increasing by 2.5% per year plus (c) the cost of 
environmental requirements caused by the RGGI or a change in law (“Carbon Regulation 
Charge”). 
 
The Price of Fuel depends on seasonal periods.  For March 15 through November 14, the Price 
of Fuel is equal to: (a) the price of natural gas, which is the sum of (i) the Gas Daily Transco Z6 
non-New York daily index, (ii) the FERC approved Eastern Shore tariff rates (demand and 
variable) for gas delivery to the Eastern Shore Zone 2, and (iii) $.10/MMBtu in 2008, adjusted 
annually with changes in the GDPIPD (for gas balancing). 
Conectiv subsequently clarified that the pipeline tariff rate is a negotiated rate in a range between 
the charges under Eastern Shores’ existing firm and interruptible rate schedules.  For the period 
from November 15 through March 14, the Fuel Price is equal to: (a) the Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel 
OPIS Daily Posting, Salisbury, Maryland average per gallon and (b) $.05 per gallon in 2008 
(converted to $/MMBtu), adjusted annually with changes in the GDPIPD. 
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The Carbon Regulation Charge is equal to a mutually acceptable Carbon Index (tracking the 
costs of allowances under RGGI or applicable federal regulation) multiplied by (a) 1,053 
lbs/MWh for the March 15 through November 14 natural gas season and (b) 1,449 lbs/MWh for 
the November 15 through March 14 diesel season. 
 
Conectiv is responsible for scheduling the project in accordance with PJM rules and in 
accordance with the PPA.  Delmarva will provide Conectiv with a Day Ahead schedule for 
hourly energy based on the projected output of the wind plant.  The following morning, 
Delmarva will provide a schedule to Conectiv of wind energy delivered the preceding day.  Both 
Delmarva and Conectiv will then submit to PJM by noon that day their hourly Day Ahead 
market purchase/sale transactions for the previous day.  In this manner, Conectiv may avoid any 
imbalance charges under existing PJM rules and practices and will avoid passing the charges on 
to Delmarva.   
 
The Project has 140 MVAR of spinning reserve and synchronous condensing capabilities from 
one 100 MW unit.  The other unit will not have that capability. Conectiv will bid the spinning 
reserve and synchronous condensing services into PJM on a daily basis, and if accepted by PJM, 
the revenues from either of these services will be retained by Conectiv.  When the unit provides 
spinning services to PJM, it cannot provide energy at the same time.  The reliability benefits will 
accrue to the PJM and Delmarva systems.  If Delmarva requires either of these services, they can 
be purchased from PJM.   
 
Both units are capable of providing reactive power to the PJM system.  Reactive power is sold to 
PJM on a cost basis under a tariff approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(“FERC”).  Revenues from the sale of reactive power will be obtained by Conectiv and passed 
on to Delmarva.  Conectiv estimates that these revenues will approximate $600,000 to $700,000 
per year.   
 
The Conectiv Term Sheet reflects a disagreement between the parties regarding dispute 
resolution.  Conectiv’s position is that disputes should be resolved by binding arbitration, 
including those involving a proposed termination by Delmarva associated with FIN 
Interpretation No. 46.  Delmarva’s position is that the Commission should be the entity to 
resolve disputes, subject to applicable appeal rights.  Although not disputed, notably, the 
liquidated damages for which Conectiv would be responsible if it failed to obtain required 
permits within 24 months of the PPA effective date, is substantially lower than provided for in 
the RFP standard terms and conditions, as well as that in the NRG Term Sheet.  The Conectiv 
Term Sheet calls for liquidated damages of $3 million less Conectiv’s permitting costs not to 
exceed $2 million–effectively, $1 to $3 million—while the standard RFP terms and the NRG 
Term Sheet provide for $9,750,000 in liquidated damages.43 
 
These issues and an overall assessment regarding how the Term Sheet provisions compare to the 
RFP standard terms are addressed in Section III.C of this report. 
 

                                                 
43 Compare Conectiv Term Sheet at 7 with NRG Term Sheet at 6 and RFP “Key Commercial Terms of Power 
Purchase Agreement” at 5-6. 
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II. Economic Analysis 

A.  Approach to Assessment of Proposed Products 
 
Effectively, the Bluewater Term Sheet proposal coupled with either the NRG Term Sheet 
proposal or the Conectiv Term Sheet proposal constitute a block of 300 MW of Unforced 
Capacity and 300 MWh of electrical energy for each hour of the year delivered to the 
transmission grid in Delaware.   The appropriate economic analysis is to compare these blocks of 
capacity and energy to estimates of market values for capacity and energy on a “block basis.”  
Each of the Term Sheet proposals contain other products, which are of a secondary nature in 
terms of economic value.  These other products include RECs for Bluewater (the sale is for 
approximately 16% of the projected energy to be purchased) and certain ancillary services for the 
NRG and Conectiv proposals.  The economic analysis assesses the estimated value of, or 
revenues from, these products (“Associated Products”) and any payments to be made by 
Delmarva for them. 
 
The economic analysis will compare the cost of a 300 MW block of capacity and energy from 
the Bluewater/NRG combination to the cost of a 300 MW block of capacity and energy from the 
Bluewater/Conectiv combination using market values for energy purchased under these 
proposals at market rates.  In addition, the analysis will compare both combinations to: (a) 
estimated market values for similar quantities (300 MW) of capacity and energy over the same 
time frame where no PPAs are assumed (“Market Case”); (b) estimated cost of the Bluewater 
project profile assuming the additional capacity and energy necessary to comprise a 300 MW 
block is provided at market rates (“Bluewater Only case”); and (c) a similar analysis based on the 
initial Bluewater proposal (“Original Bluewater case”).  For each of the Bluewater, NRG and 
Conectiv proposals, estimated revenues to be credited to Delmarva (for reactive power), 
associated costs (operating reserve imbalance payments), and the net benefit/cost for  the 
purchase of other marketable products (Renewable Energy Credits) will be netted to Delmarva’s 
costs for energy and capacity.   
 
For each year of the analysis, the total above or below market cost will be divided by the total 
projected SOS RSCI load to obtain a $/MWh or cents/kWh cost or savings to this class of 
ratepayers.44 
 
While conceptually straightforward, the analysis is not simple.  For the Bluewater Only case, the 
analysis uses Bluewater’s projected hourly production profile per month and replaces the 
remaining MWhs needed to reach the 300 MW level at market rates.  Bluewater’s average hourly 
production profile by hour and month (24 x 12) for delivery to Delmarva is set forth in Table 1 
below.  The total annual amount is approximately 1.1 million MWh. 
 
                                                 
44 Projected RSCI load was provided by Delmarva/ICF in connection with the bid evaluation; it 
represents RSCI load after load reduction due to DSM measures.  In 2014, RSCI SOS load is 
projected to be 3,703 GWh. 
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Table 1: Bluewater 12x24 Output (Capped at 300 MW per Hour) 
Month 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00

Jan 177 161 164 168 175 178 179 167 172 171 177 192 198 192 175 170 151 151 174 161 190 180 178 174
Feb 156 146 169 162 157 156 165 174 163 155 154 154 146 142 139 153 151 142 144 153 158 164 155 160
Mar 162 152 161 160 172 175 175 172 171 174 161 152 143 136 136 134 147 124 124 137 142 136 137 157
Apr 111 126 123 126 128 152 130 144 156 155 152 138 127 142 135 133 126 119 120 87 87 103 103 99
May 108 103 104 108 112 104 102 106 96 103 99 89 80 89 89 98 105 112 126 110 114 102 104 100
Jun 63 62 52 65 69 79 70 87 80 84 84 96 85 94 92 102 104 98 91 90 76 79 69 64
Jul 82 83 66 67 53 70 71 61 63 57 57 65 77 86 103 98 101 86 87 92 73 70 58 75
Aug 81 76 65 54 55 58 65 61 71 72 77 76 90 91 97 93 100 102 99 91 85 89 85 60
Sep 123 128 121 123 126 131 124 123 127 108 109 102 104 103 101 98 101 107 119 111 111 119 122 119
Oct 138 122 119 119 114 102 110 112 131 116 126 117 109 111 104 106 129 144 119 129 141 134 138 135
Nov 155 160 152 159 155 153 154 160 165 168 167 159 151 150 161 167 153 157 158 166 164 165 160 156
Dec 198 198 201 200 204 218 206 185 176 168 159 152 161 136 155 161 172 169 173 175 166 177 167 177  

 
 
For the Bluewater/NRG case, the Backup Energy Amount is added to the Bluewater profile, 
depicted in Table 2 below.  This table shows the amount of annual energy that NRG would 
provide based on the lower of plant production costs or energy market rates.  An important part 
of the economic analysis is estimation of the costs of energy from the plant as well as energy 
from the market and selection of the resulting cost that is lower on a short-term basis.  The key 
elements of the economic analysis and a description of the scenarios and the results for the 
scenarios are set forth in Section II.F of this report. 
 
Table 2: Annual Energy From Bidders 

CESI  Bluewater NRG 195 MW or Less > 195 MW 
Estimated Annual 
Energy (MWh) 1,105,571 1,522,429 1,457,380 65,048 

 
 
For the Bluewater/Conectiv case, the Backup Energy Amount consists of two components: (1) 
the Backup Energy Amount of up to 195 MWh per hour, where Conectiv would provide the 
Backup Energy Amount at the lower of the plant’s Run Cost and energy market prices plus 
$.50/MWh; and (2) the Backup Energy Amount over 195 MWh per hour, where Conectiv would 
provide the Backup Energy Amount at energy market prices plus $.50/MWh.  These amounts, 
based on Bluewater’s projected average hourly output under the base case scenario, are shown in 
the above table. 
 
In its original generation bid, Bluewater proposed the sale of approximately 1.6 million MWh 
based on a 600 MW project with a 400 MW energy cap.  Proportionately, this is equivalent to 
1.2 million MWh per year for a 450 MW project with a 300 MW energy cap.                                                         
 
Pricing and other pertinent terms and conditions of the Term Sheets have been made public, 
which was not the case for the bids originally submitted pursuant to the RFP. Accordingly, this 
analysis can be far more open and transparent than the economic analysis conducted of the 
original bid proposals by Delmarva’s consultant, ICF International.  At the same time, this 
analytical approach is conceptually similar to that analysis. 
 
 
 

B. Comparison to ICF Analysis 
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In its previous analysis of the RFP bid projects, ICF modeled Delmarva’s projected SOS RSCI 
load and its associated requirements, including energy, capacity, sufficient reserves, transmission 
and distribution losses,45 and other associated products.  The amount of energy and capacity 
from the bid proposals and the associated costs replaced the energy and capacity that would 
otherwise be purchased from the market.  ICF compared the resulting costs of energy and 
capacity for SOS customers with and without the proposed bid project.  To the extent there wa
greater energy produced by a project than SOS load in any hour, the excess energy would be sold
to the market at 

s 
 

market rates. 

                                                

 
The economic analysis we have conducted also involves the same “apples to apples” comparison 
of contracted energy and capacity replacing market energy and capacity.  However, the IC’s 
analysis does not require an assessment involving SOS RSCI load amounts and load shapes.  
While pertinent to a risk assessment involving procurement of energy above the applicable load, 
it is not relevant to a market assessment of the Term Sheet proposals. 
 
There are some differences, however, with the analyses (aside from important assumptions, 
which will be addressed in Section II.E).  ICF’s Integrated Planning Model (“IPM”) purports to 
model the impact of injecting additional energy into the grid on energy market prices.  Injections 
of substantial amounts of energy could reduce energy market prices in Delaware by reducing 
congestion and energy market rates.  It is an element of an economic analysis that our 
spreadsheet model is unable to capture quantitatively.    Another factor is the impact of adding 
capacity in Delaware on market prices for capacity in light of PJM’s new Reliability Planning 
Model (“RPM”).   In this report, we provides a qualitative assessment of these indirect impacts. 
 

C. Comparison of Block Energy and Capacity to Standard Offer 
Service Rates 
 
Bluewater and others interested participants in this matter have compared the charges that would 
be paid to Bluewater with the rates paid by SOS residential customers.46  It is important to note 
that this is not an “apples to apples” comparison.  The SOS rates paid by customers are for full 
requirements service, which includes a panoply of other products, services (including risk 
management) and costs that are not included in transmission-level energy and capacity.   
 
Delmarva’s RSCI group includes 10 different rate classifications with a weighted average 
expected rate for this year of approximately 10.0 cents/kWh ($100/MWh).47  In the last 
competitive bid conducted in November 2006 and January 2007, the average price for the entire 
RSCI class of customers (not just residential customers) was an average of $95.78/MWh 
(approximately 9.6 cents/kWh) on a load-weighted bid price per MWh basis.48  This 3-year 

 
45 Distributional loss constitutes the additional amount of energy at the transmission level necessary to serve retail 
load taking into consideration line losses. 
46 See, e.g., Bluewater comments dated September 13, 2007 at 3-4. 
47 See http://www.delmarva.com/_res/documents/Master%20Tariff%2008-29-2007%20to.pdf at 42-47 for SOS rates 
by class. 
48 Boston Pacific Company, Inc., Final Report of the Technical Consultant on Delmarva’s 2006-07 Request for 
Proposals for Full Requirements Wholesale Supply to Delaware’s Standard Offer Service Customers (February 22, 
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procurement represents one-third of the total requirements service, while two-thirds was 
procured earlier at a higher price.  The difference between this procurement cost and the rate to 
customers consists of: 
 

 Reasonable Allowance for Retail Margin (“RARM”), including taxes and Delmarva’s 
procurement costs 

 A purchased cost adjustment, which is a “true up” to match costs and revenues 
 The remainder is due to higher average wholesale procurement costs than the 9.6 

cents/kWh since two-thirds of the requirements service was previously procured at higher 
rates.49 

 
The average on-peak NYMEX futures prices for twelve months during the days the bids were 
received was approximately $76/MWh.50  Off-peak market prices (weekday nights from 11 pm 
to 7 am and weekends), which are not included in NYMEX futures prices, would be much lower 
(in 2006, off-peak energy prices in the Delmarva zone averaged $43/MWh).51  Currently, the 
market price for energy in Delaware—which is what is relevant in terms of the analysis of the 
Term Sheet proposals—is substantially below $65/MWh on a block (i.e., 24 x7) basis.52   
 
If one were to assume that bidders valued capacity at the rates from the PJM RPM auction held 
several months later in May 2007, capacity would be valued at $64.61/kW-year.  Depending on 
the Delmarva load factor, the resulting cost would be upwards of $12/MWh without any 
reserves. 
 
The remaining $/MWh amount can be attributed to the following services, costs and risks that 
are necessary for full requirements service, but which are not required to provide a block of 
UCAP and energy: 
 

 UCAP must be acquired for approximately 108% of peak load to satisfy PJM load 
requirements, resulting in a higher amount of capacity costs relative to a block without 
the reserve requirement.  

 Energy must be acquired for approximately 106.4% of that required for end users to take 
into consideration energy losses, resulting in higher energy costs relative to a 24x7 
block.53  

 Ancillary services and other charges for which Seller is responsible (typically in the 
range of $2/MWh) 

 Delaware RPS compliance costs 
  A “peakier” higher value load shape than a 12x 24 block 

                                                                                                                                                             
2007) (“SOS Consultant Report”), 
http://depsc.delaware.gov/documents/Technical%20Consultant%20Final%20Report.pdf, at 1-2, 15. 
49 SOS Consultant Report, at 15. 
50 SOS Consultant Report, Figure One at 16. 
51   On-peak day ahead energy prices in the Delmarva zone during this period averaged $65/MWh. See 
http://www2.pjm.com/markets/market-monitor/downloads/mmu-reports/2006-som-volume-ii-appendix.pdf at 18-19. 
52 From January through the end of July of this year, average day ahead energy prices in the 
Delmarva zone have averaged $60/MWh (data from PJM web site). 
53 Seehttp://www.conectiv.com/cpd/tps/DPL2006TransmissionWebReport.pdf (loss factors for secondary 
customers). 
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 Assumption of volumetric risk 
 Load following requirement 
 Supplier management costs, assumption of price risk, and profit associated with 

providing a full requirements service.  
 
Hence, our analysis will focus only on the value of energy and capacity relative to the costs of 
providing energy and capacity pursuant to the Term Sheet proposals.  
 

D.  Cost Analysis of Proposals 
 
This section addresses a cost analysis of the proposals, with a focus on Bluewater’s Term Sheet 
proposal and a comparison to Bluewater’s original 400 MW energy cap proposal.  In addition, 
specific issues associated with evaluating the costs resulting from the Term Sheet proposals are 
addressed. 
 
1. Bluewater; Comparison to Bluewater’s Original Proposal 

 
a. Cost Comparison 

 
In assessing Bluewater’s new proposal, we first compare it with the original 400 MW energy cap 
proposal.  The size is smaller: (1) the energy cap is 25% lower; (2) the annual MWh sale to 
Delmarva is estimated to be 30% lower; and (3) the energy provided as a percentage of RSCI 
SOS load is reduced from 43% to 30%.54  On the other hand, the unit price ($/MWh) is 
substantially higher than with the original proposal.  The degree to which the expected payments 
to Bluewater per MWh exceed the payments per MWh of the original proposal depends on the 
assumptions used in evaluating the price adjustment provision.   
 
As shown on Table 3, the real levelized cost of the original 400 MW energy cap proposal was 
$100/MWh in 2007$.55  By comparison, the new 300 MW energy cap proposal has a real 
levelized rate that ranges from $115/MWh with no price adjustment to $129/MWh with a 
projected modest adjustment to as much as $289/MWh if the commodities and currency 
exchange rates subject to indexation increase at the same rates that they have for the past five 
years and it takes five years for Bluewater to achieve financial closing after execution of a PPA.  
The costs below do not included any imputed debt associated with either proposal. 
 
                                                 
54 These are the percentages in 2014; the percentages are reduced somewhat over time as SOS loads are projected to 
increase. 
55 Pricing for the original Bluewater proposal started in 2011, then planned to be the first operating year.  Energy 
was priced at $105.27/MWh, capacity (UCAP) at $22.70/kW-year, and RECs at $10/REC.  All prices escalated at 
2.5% annually.  The original Bluewater proposal also includes an adder for system upgrade costs made at the time of 
the original bid evaluation.   For purposes of our analysis, we assume that both old and new Bluewaters would begin 
(without phasing) on January 1, 2014 (we made the same assumptions for the Conectiv and NRG proposals as well 
in order to simplify the analysis).  The analysis of old and new Bluewater costs sums all projected payments for 
energy, capacity and RECs annually; the $/MWh cost is based on this annual sum divided by the projected MWh 
sale from Bluewater for the year.  We have assumed that Bluewater could charge the 2014 price in 2014 under the 
old proposal (although its proposal was not clear on this point).   
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Table 3: Old Bluewater Versus New Bluewater Contract Cost Comparison 

Proposals 
Adjustment 

Factor 

Contracted 
Annual 
GWh 

Percentage of 
SOS Load 

(2014) 

Real 
Levelized 

Contract Unit 
Cost 

(2007$/MWh) 

NPV of 
Contract 

Cost 
($million) 

Old BW (2006)  1,588 43% $99.93  $1,367  

New BW (No Adj)  1,106 30% $115.06  $1,096  

New BW (Conservative Adj) 1.13 1,106 30% $128.38  $1,223  
New BW (Conservative Adj-
Delayed) 1.18 1,106 30% $133.64  $1,273  

New BW (Historical Adj) 1.72 1,106 30% $190.95  $1,818  

New BW (Historical Adj-Delayed) 2.63 1,106 30% $288.12  $2,744  

 
 
As is evident from the foregoing, the price adjustment provision is critical to an evaluation of the 
Bluewater Term Sheet proposal.  Approximately 94% of the projected costs to be paid to 
Bluewater for energy, capacity and RECs are for energy payments.  Accordingly, a substantial 
portion of this section is devoted to Bluewater’s proposed price adjustment provision that is 
specific to the energy charge.  Subsequently, we address other net costs associated with the 
proposal, including RECs, balancing operating reserves and imputed debt.   
 
 

b. Energy Price Adjustment 
 
The new Bluewater proposal contains a complex “basket” of construction-related commodity 
indices and currency exchange indices to adjust the energy price at the time of financial closing, 
but only in an upward direction.  Initially, we evaluated the Bluewater proposal with two sets of 
assumptions regarding the price adjustment provision, neither of which have a high probability 
of occurring, but could be viewed as “bounding” the analysis.  First, we assumed that there 
would be no price adjustment.  Second, we assumed that the same annual average change in the 
market indices comprising the Bluewater adjustment from the last five years of historical 
experience would continue during the period the price adjustment would take place. 
 
Neither scenario has a high likelihood of occurrence for several reasons.  The five-year historical 
trend scenario represents a period in which commodity prices, including steel, copper, aluminum, 
oil, and lead have increased dramatically, more than doubling over this period.  In large part, the 
increase in commodity prices has been driven by the dramatic growth in demand driven by the 
strong expansion of the international economy, China’s in particular.  Review of experts’ public 
assessments, futures markets (which are limited both in terms of products that are traded, future 
term, and liquidity) and recent trends for each of the commodities in the last 6-12 months, 
indicates that the trend will not likely repeat itself at the same rate of increase during the period 
of the price adjustment.  However, it is a possibility. 
 
Ninety-eight percent of Bluewater’s energy price is subject to adjustment based on the price 
adjustment provision.  Forty-seven percent of the entire energy price is adjusted by a BOP 
Adjustment.  An additional 45% of the energy price is adjusted by a Turbine Supply Adjustment.  
Bluewater expects to enter into two major contracts with vendors: (1) a Turbine Supply 
Agreement (“TSA”), most likely with Vestas, a major wind turbine supply; and (2) a Balance of 
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Plant Agreement (“BOP”) for construction of other key facilities, such as the foundations and 
undersea cables.  Within both of these “sub-adjustments” are some of the same commodity 
indices, including those for steel, copper and aluminum.  In addition, 80% of the TSA adjustment 
provision involves an index for foreign exchange rate fluctuations.  Because Vestas, a Danish 
company is expected to be the turbine supplier, it is likely that this portion of the price 
adjustment will track changes in the Danish krone/dollar exchange rate. Moreover, part of the 
contract price could be in Euros rather than American dollars. 
 
Taken as a whole, the price adjustment provision is weighted as follows: 
 
 
Table 4: 

BOP % BOP factor Total BOP TSA% TSA Factor Total TSA TOTAL
Steel 24% 47% 11.3% 56% 38% 21.3% 32.6%
Copper 32% 47% 15.0% 8% 38% 3.0% 18.1%
Aluminum 8% 47% 3.8% 16% 38% 6.1% 9.8%
Lead* 8% 47% 3.8% 3.8%
Oil** 8% 47% 3.8% 3.8%

SUBTOTAL 80% 38% 80% 30% 68.0%

Currency 80% 38% 30.40% 30.4%

TOTAL 80% 47% 38% 160% 38% 61% 98.4%

* Index (in UK pounds) would be adjusted by change in pound/$ exchange rate
**  Term Sheet indicates diesel oil, but Bluewater has clarified that residual oil will be indexed

Bluewater Revised Price Adjustment Formula--Aggregated Weightings

 
 
The TSA sub-adjustment includes commodity indices comprising 80% of the TSA sub-
adjustment: steel 56%, copper 8%, and aluminum 16%. The commodity adjustments coupled 
with an additional 80% adjustment for changes in currency rates, subject 160% percent of the 
TSA component to adjustment; 98%t of the total energy price is subject to adjustment.  This is 
equal to approximately 92% of the total Bluewater revenues from Delmarva, without taking into 
consideration the price adjustment itself. 
 
While this represents a very high percentage of Bluewater’s price that is subject to a one-time, 
one-way adjustment, it is smaller than the original formula in the Bluewater Term Sheet,56 which 
is summarized below: 
 
 

                                                 
56 As previously indicated, Bluewater amended the price adjustment formula in connection with responses to 
information requests submitted by the IC. 
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Table 5: 

BOP % BOP factor Total BOP TSA% TSA Factor Total TSA TOTAL
Steel 30% 55% 16.5% 70% 45% 31.5% 48.0%
Copper 40% 55% 22.0% 10% 45% 4.5% 26.5%
Aluminum 10% 55% 5.5% 20% 45% 9.0% 14.5%
Lead* 10% 55% 5.5% 5.5%
Oil** 10% 55% 5.5% 5.5%

SUBTOTAL 100% 55% 100% 45% 100.0%

Currency 80% 45% 36% 36.0%

TOTAL 100% 55% 55% 180% 45% 81% 136.0%

* Index (in UK pounds) would be adjusted by change in pound/$ exchange rate
**  Term Sheet indicates diesel oil, but Bluewater has clarified that residual oil will be indexed

Bluewater Original Price Adjustment Formula--Aggregated Weightings

 
 
Under the original proposal, substantially more than 100% of Bluewater’s total price was subject 
to indexation. 
 
As indicated previously, the commodities and exchange rates in the index have increased 
dramatically over the past five years.  Appendix A depicts the changes in prices over this period. 
   
Applying the last five years of data (years 2003-06 and 2007 to date) to Bluewater’s revised 
price adjustment formula provides a percentage price change to the energy price based on 
historical trends. 
 
Table 6: 

Annual avg. change Adjustment
Last 5 years Factor 3 Years 5 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Krone 7.7% 30.4% 24.8% 44.6% 7.5% 13.6%
Steel 16.4% 32.6% 57.9% 114.0% 18.8% 37.1%
Aluminum 17.4% 9.8% 61.6% 122.6% 6.1% 12.1%
Copper 33.0% 18.1% 135.5% 316.7% 24.5% 57.3%
Oil 18.0% 3.8% 64.5% 129.1% 2.4% 4.9%
Lead 62.3% 3.8% 327.2% 1024.8% 12.3% 38.5%

98.40% TOTAL 71.7% 163.4%

Change Based on Time 
Adjustment to Price

Bluewater Revised Proposal--Historical Trend Analysis

to Financial Closing
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Applying the price adjustment to the base energy prices, which are escalated at the rate of 2.5% 
annually, results in energy prices set forth in the table below. 
  
Table 7: 

No Price Adjustment
Time to Financial Closing 3 Years 5 Years
Adjustment % 71.7% 163%

2007 105.90$                        105.90$       105.90$       
2008 108.55$                        108.55$       108.55$       
2009 111.26$                        111.26$       111.26$       
2010 114.04$                        114.04$       114.04$       
2011 116.89$                        200.66$       116.89$       
2012 119.82$                        205.68$       119.82$       
2013 122.81$                        210.82$       323.51$       
2014 125.88$                        216.09$       331.60$       
2015 129.03$                        221.49$       339.89$       
2016 132.25$                        227.03$       348.38$       

Price Adjustment

Bluewater Energy Price Projection--Based on 5-Year Indice History

As is 
clear from the table above, if history were to repeat itself, the financial consequences to 
Delmarva’s ratepayers would be highly adverse.57  This example demonstrates the added risk 
associated with extending the time period from execution of the PPA to financial closing, when 
the change in pricing under the adjustment provision is locked in.  One of the problems with the 
pricing formula is that a substantial upward price adjustment is incorporated into the energy 
price, which escalates an additional 2.5% annually until termination of the PPA. 
 
The base case assumes that Bluewater will execute the PPA by the end of 2007 and financial 
closing will occur by the end of 2010. The assumed financial closing date is approximately eight 
months later than in a schedule provided by Bluewater, but about 14 months earlier than the 
critical milestone date for financial closing set forth in the Term Sheet.  As a sensitivity, another 
case is considered in which the financial closing occurs at or about the end of 2012, eight months 
later than the critical milestone date, but eight months before Delmarva would have the right to 
terminate due to delay other than force majeure delay.  Financial closing occurs when a binding 
closing of the debt or other unaffiliated third party financing necessary to construct the entire 
facility occurs.  The later the financial closing date, the larger the risk to ratepayers.    
 
The average annual change of the index components over the last five years has ranged from 
approximately 8% for exchange rates (krone and euro to dollar) to 16% for steel to 62% percent 
                                                 
57 Krone was the currency used in the analysis, while euros may be part of the equation.  However, the five-year 
average annual increase for euros, 7.6%,is substantially the same as for krone,7.7%.  Lead spot prices were quoted 
in dollars so there was no need for an adjustment for currency exchange rates.  See 
http://www.kitcometals.com/charts/lead_historical_large.html#5years.  
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for lead.  The rate of increase in these index components is not likely to continue at these levels.  
Because we do not have expertise in metals commodity pricing or exchange rates, we reviewed 
literature in the field and reviewed the foregoing assumptions for consistency with other aspects 
of the economic analysis.  We also contemplated how to evaluate the one-way nature of the price 
adjustment provision.  
 
In order to assist the State Agencies in evaluating the potential impact of the price adjustment 
provisions, we determined to posit a scenario in which there would be a substantial moderation 
in the price increases of some of the indexed components and stabilization of prices in other 
components.  This would provide a conservative evaluation of the price adjustment provision (in 
the sense of providing for more moderate price increases than historical trends might suggest).  
We refer to it as the “Conservative” case. 
 
The two most important components of the price adjustment provision are steel (33%) and 
currency exchange rates (30%).  With respect to steel, market information and projections of 
some analysts suggest that price increase will continue but at lower levels than the 16% five-year 
annual average and others project flattening and even reductions in price levels.58  Our 
assessment assumes that steel prices will continue to increase but at the lower 10-year average 
rate of increase of 5.8% percent annually.59  We note that this is significantly lower than the the 
10% rate of increase in steel prices over the last 12 months.60  With respect to currency, we 
assume that the negative trend in krone/dollar and euro/dollar exchange rates will stabilize 
during the 3-5 year period prior to financial closing (the rate of change will be 0%).  Over the 
past three years, the average worsening of exchange rates has diminished to less than 3% per 
year.  
 
With respect to the other metals—copper, aluminum, and lead—we assume that prices will 
increase at the same level of inflation, 2.5% annually.  Prices for these metals have increased 
dramatically in recent years.  While there is the same demand push similar to past trends in 
China, production has increased and a softening of the U.S. economy, the residential market in 
particular, may cause prices to stabilize.61    The other indexed commodity is residual oil, which 

                                                 
58 The cost of iron ore and other commodity inputs to the manufacture of steel continue to increase, having an 
upward effect on steel prices.  See Macquarie Bank forecast, 
http://www.platts.com/Metals/News/8299087.xml?src=Metalsrssheadlines1; Steel Market Update (Sept. 14, 2007) 
(the reasons for price increases during 2008 will be driven by cost factors not necessarily demand within the U.S. 
economy[; i]ron ore, coal, coke, scrap and potentially energy costs are all projected to go higher during 2008), 
http://www.mysteelagent.com/news/news-pf.php?n=d&id=211; one firm is projecting a price decline at some point 
in time, http://www.globalinsight.com/Perspective/PerspectiveDetail6105.htm; another firm is projecting a 25% 
increase in costs to steel producers in 2008, which is expected to be passed through in the price of steel.  
http://www.vindy.com/content/business_tech/327711733788241.php.  
59 The 10-year history of global steel prices is set forth in Appendix A.  . 
60 As of October 26, 2007, the CRU Global Steel Price Index has increased by 9.8% over the last 
12 months. http://www.cruonline.crugroup.com/Default.aspx?tabid=143.  The index is currently 
171.7. 
61 See http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/10/08/afx4195989.html , 
http://www.forbes.com/markets/feeds/afx/2007/10/09/afx4201058.html and 
http://www.purchasing.com/article/CA6486876.html. 
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is currently at an all-time high price.  Consistent with the assumptions for oil prices, we assume 
that residual oil prices will stabilize at today’s nominal price levels for the next few years. 
 
The results flowing from these set of assumptions is contained in the table below.   
 
 
Table 8: 

Change Based on Time 
Annual Adjustment
Change Rationale Factor 3 Years 5 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Krone 0.0% Exchange rate stabilizes 30.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Steel 5.8% Price increases moderate 32.6% 18.6% 32.8% 6.0% 10.7%
Aluminum 2.5% Price increases with inflation 9.8% 7.7% 13.1% 0.8% 1.3%
Copper 2.5% Price increases with inflation 18.1% 7.7% 13.1% 1.4% 2.4%
Oil 0.0% Prices peak out 3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Lead 2.5% Price increases with inflation 3.8% 7.7% 13.1% 0.3% 0.5%

98.4% TOTAL % 8.5% 14.8%
Increase 9.91$    18.23$   

to Closing Price Adjustment

BLUEWATER PRICE ADJUSTMENT--CONSERVATIVE CASE: INITIAL STEP

 
 
If financial closing occurs at the end of 2010, the 8.5% adjustment applies to the 2010 price of 
$114.04/MWh, which is then subject to the annual 2.5% increase for 2011.  The resulting 2011 
price of $126.81/MWh is a $9.91/MWh increase compared to the 2011 price of $116.89/MWh 
with no price adjustment (other than the annual adjustment).  The 2011 price of $116.89/MWh 
increases each year by 2.5% percent for the remainder of the PPA. This price increase is 
compounded each year with the annual adjustment for inflation.  If financial closing does not 
occur until the end of 2012, the 14.8% percent price adjustment applies to the 2012 price of 
$119.82/MWh, resulting in a 2013 price of $141.05--$18.23/MWh higher than the energy price 
without the price adjustment.  
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Table 9: 

Energy Price Energy Price Energy Price
No Adjustment Financial Close 2010 YE Financial Close 2012 YE

8.5% Adjustment 14.8% Adjustment
2007 105.90$           105.90$                            105.90$                            
2008 108.55$           108.55$                            108.55$                            
2009 111.26$           111.26$                            111.26$                            
2010 114.04$           114.04$                            114.04$                            
2011 116.89$           126.81$                            116.89$                            
2012 119.82$           129.98$                            119.82$                            
2013 122.81$           133.23$                            141.05$                            
2014 125.88$           136.56$                            144.57$                            
2015 129.03$           139.97$                            148.19$                            
2016 132.25$           143.47$                            151.89$                            

APPLICATION OF ADJUSTMENT TO ENERGY PRICE

 
 
However, this analysis does not take into consideration that the price adjustment increases 
Bluewater’s energy price but does not decrease Bluewater’s energy price.  
 
In the conservative case, the 8.5% upward adjustment of the commodity index over a three year 
period is the middle of a range of probabilities.  Assuming that the range of potential outcomes is 
normally distributed, one half of the potential outcomes will be above an 8.5% increase and one 
half will be below an 8.5%increase or will be a decrease.  If the volatility of the price adjustment 
formula (i.e. the basket of commodities) is 20%, which is fairly typical of many commodities, 
the standard deviation of the potential outcomes (approximately 68%) would be within 1.085 
multiplied by 1.2 and 1.085 divided by 1.2 or 1.302, a 30% price increase, and .904, a 10% price 
decrease.  However, because the price adjustment provision can never reduce prices, all 
outcomes below 1.0 must be disregarded.    
 
The issue is how to value this range of potential outcomes, which can never produce a result 
below 1.0.  We have applied two approaches: (1) a Monte Carlo simulation and (2) evaluation of 
the price index using the Black options model commonly used for valuing options on 
commodities.        
 
The mean for the Monte Carlo simulation was 108.5 for the 3-year to closing main scenario and 
114.8 for the 5-year to closing scenario.  We performed runs with two assumptions: 20% 
volatility, as described above, and 15% volatility to take into consideration that the commodities 
in the basket may move in different directions and at different rates from each other. However, in 
recent years the same demand-driving forces have moved the commodities all in the same 
direction.  As shown in Appendix B, the average of these scenarios resulted in the mean of the 3-
year case moving up 4.1% to 112.6%, while the mean of the 5-year case moved up 2.7% to 
117.5%. 
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The price index is akin to what is called a “basket option.”  Bluewater has an exposure to a 
portfolio of commodities (steel, copper, aluminum, lead and oil) and exchange rates.  Bluewater 
wants its revenue stream from the ratepayers protected if the prices of these commodities decline 
by obtaining a fixed energy price.  At the same time, Bluewater wants to benefit from an upward 
trend by a form of “pass through” of the higher cost to ratepayers in the form of a price 
adjustment.    
 
One way of thinking of this is to think of Bluewater as a holder of a portfolio of stocks.  
Bluewater seeks a guarantee that it can sell its stocks to a third party (the ratepayers) at current 
market prices if market prices go down, while retaining the option to sell the stocks at market 
prices if market prices increase.  A third party, normally a financial firm, might be willing to 
offer this price protection, or hedge, but only at a substantial cost, because the third party would 
have to pay its customers a below market price if stock prices go down and does not benefit from 
rising stock prices.62  The longer the time the price protection is provided, the greater the risk.   
Accordingly, the charge for providing the portfolio protection also increases.  Other factors to be 
considered are volatility (small growth stocks are more volatile than stocks of electric 
distribution companies) and correlation of the stocks in the portfolio (the extent to which they 
move up and down with each other).  If the stocks are more volatile and tend to correlate, the risk 
and price protection charge is higher.63 
 
Because evaluation of Bluewater’s price adjustment as a basket option is too complex based on 
the variables described above, we calculated a representative value that considers the impact of 
the “one way” adjustment.  We evaluated the provision as a simple financial option using the 
Black model, a variant of the Black Scholes model for application to commodities.64  As shown 
in Appendix B, we used assumptions consistent with the Monte Carlo simulation, with resulting 
values that are somewhat higher than those derived in the Monte Carlo analysis.  For purposes of 
this report, we used the Monte Carlo analysis that produces a more conservative result.  The 
impact on the price adjustment and energy prices is shown in the following tables.65   
 
 
 

                                                 
62 Moreover, a financial firm, unlike the ratepayers, would have the ability to hedge its position by taking other, 
offsetting positions on the stocks in the portfolio. 
63 While this analogy is not a perfect one, it does illustrate that there is a cost to be paid for price protection.  This is 
essentially a “hidden cost” of the Bluewater proposal.  The analogy is imperfect in that unlike stocks, the basket of 
commodity and exchange rate indices does not represent the market for energy and capacity such that the higher 
prices resulting from the price adjustment would simply represent a market price for a liquid commodity that could 
be simply sold into the market on a break-even basis.  Hence, ratepayers could very well be adversely affected both 
if prices of the indexed commodities move downward (no price decrease) and move upward (price increase 
unrelated to energy market prices).  Indeed, the Bluewater proposal is a form of a call option purchase from the 
ratepayers with no explicit premium paid (a so-called “free option”)—ratepayers are required to pay if prices move 
upward but the ratepayers receive no explicit compensation in return. 
64 A simple version of a Black model calculator can be found at http://www.sitmo.com/live/OptionVanilla.html.  
65 Because the price adjustment projection based on historical trends provides such a high rate of escalation, the 
quantitative impact of the one-time adjustment on the evaluation would be very small.  Hence, we did not perform 
that analysis. 
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Table 10: 

Annual Adjustment
Change Factor 3 Years 5 Years 3 Years 5 Years

Krone 0.0% 30.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Steel 5.8% 32.6% 18.6% 32.8% 6.0% 10.7%
Aluminum 2.5% 9.8% 7.7% 13.1% 0.8% 1.3%
Copper 2.5% 18.1% 7.7% 13.1% 1.4% 2.4%
Oil 0.0% 3.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Lead 2.5% 3.8% 7.7% 13.1% 0.3% 0.5%

Initial Adjustment % 98.4% TOTAL % 8.5% 14.8%
Additional adjustment % 4.1% 2.7%
Total Adjustment % 12.6% 17.5%
Total Adjustment $--First Year $ Increase 14.73$  21.49$         

Change Based on Time 
to Financial Closing Adjustment to Price

PRICE ADJUSTMENT--CONSERVATIVE CASE: FINAL STEP

 
 
Table 11: 

Taking Into Consideration the One-Way Adjustment

Energy Price Energy Price Energy Price
No Adjustment Financial Close 2010 YE Financial Close 2012 YE

12.6% Adjustment 17.5% Adjustment
2007 105.90$           105.90$                            105.90$                            
2008 108.55$           108.55$                            108.55$                            
2009 111.26$           111.26$                            111.26$                            
2010 114.04$           114.04$                            114.04$                            
2011 116.89$           131.62$                            116.89$                            
2012 119.82$           134.91$                            119.82$                            
2013 122.81$           138.29$                            144.30$                            
2014 125.88$           141.74$                            147.91$                            
2015 129.03$           145.29$                            151.61$                            
2016 132.25$           148.92$                            155.40$                            

APPLICATION OF ADJUSTMENT TO ENERGY PRICE

We recommend that the State Agencies consider all of the scenarios described above. 
 
 
 

c. Other Bluewater Net Costs: Balancing Operating Reserves, RECs, Imputed Debt 
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Under the Term Sheet, Delmarva is responsible for payment of Balancing Operating Reserve 
charges relating to deviations between the project’s day ahead schedule and the real time 
delivery of energy.  In recent years, these costs have averaged approximately $2/MWh.66   We 
assumed an average 15% variance between real time deliveries and the day ahead schedule based 
on modeling of wind assuming persistence scheduling.67   Thus, the costs are relatively minor, 
less than $200,000 per year in current dollars.   
 
We did not assess any charge or credit to Bluewater based on the difference between day ahead 
and real time market energy prices relative to deliveries of energy above or below the schedule.  
First, occurrence of systematic over-deliveries or under-deliveries is unlikely.  Moreover, the 
difference between day ahead and real time energy Locational Marginal Prices (“LMPs”) have 
been substantially less than $0.50/MWh on average over the last several years. In addition, the 
replacement energy offerings of the backup suppliers provide an additional hedge.  Discussions 
with a knowledgeable PJM official confirmed this assessment. 
 
We also compared Bluewater’s proposed sale of 175,000 RECs per year to Delmarva at 
$19.75/REC, increasing at 2.5% annually to the market price for RECs from new wind projects 
in PJM.  Market prices for such RECs have increased substantially since bids were received in 
December 2006.  While our assessment of market prices for RECs only for a long-term contract 
is substantially higher than before,68 it is lower than the Bluewater price.  However, the 
Bluewater project produces 1 million or more RECs per year than Bluewater will sell to 
Delmarva.  This substantial influx of new, eligible RECs to the REC market in PJM can 
potentially dampen or reduce REC prices in the market. Taking this into consideration, our 
conclusion is that the Bluewater sale of RECs provides neither an additional net cost to 
Delmarva ratepayers nor a net benefit. 
 
Finally, we evaluated imputed debt as part of the costs associated with the Bluewater proposal, 
as well as the NRG and Conectiv proposals.  Staff used a 0%, 25% and 50% risk factor in these 
evaluations and the foregoing assumptions. For Bluewater alone, imputed debt adds less than 
$1.00/MWh in cost based on the 25% risk factor. 
 
2. Net Cost of Backup Proposals: Assumptions and Methodology 
 

a. Fuel Transportation Rates 
 

Both NRG and Conectiv propose passing through their actual costs for natural gas transportation 
service to Eastern Shore. 
  
NRG’s proposal includes an estimate of the demand charges associated with obtaining firm 
service associated with a new Eastern Shore pipeline expansion.  We assumed that the rates, 

                                                 
66 See http://www.pjm.com/committees/members/downloads/20070927-item-11a-markets-report.pdf at 3. 
67 Persistence scheduling assumes that previous hour or previous day’s wind output is used to schedule day-ahead 
and then comparing the actual wind output to the scheduled. 
68 See Report on Evaluation of Bids Submitted in Response to Delmarva Power & Light Company’s RFP (February 
21, 2007) at 45.  
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which like those for many other pipeline expansions are higher than existing system rates, would 
remain stable in nominal prices over time. 
 
Conectiv proposes to obtain natural gas transportation service from Eastern Shore from existing 
pipeline capacity, primarily during the non-winter months, and to pay a negotiated rate with 
Eastern Shore. Conectiv expects to pay a rate between Eastern Shore’s published firm and 
interruptible rates.  We assumed that the rate would be a commodity charge at the average of the 
two rates and would escalate with inflation.  
 

b. Conectiv Adder for Interconnection and System Upgrade Costs 
 
Conectiv proposes to charge the product of $.06/kW-month and the sum of its project 
interconnection costs and system upgrade costs for which it has responsibility (multiplied by 
195,000 kW).  Within the past two weeks, we obtained from Delmarva an estimate of $5.1 
million for CESI interconnection costs and $17.245 million for system upgrade costs for the 
combination of the Bluewater and Conectiv proposals.  Conectiv would be solely responsible for 
the interconnection costs.  Bluewater and Conectiv would be collectively responsible for the 
system upgrade costs.  For purposes of our analysis, we assumed that Conectiv would be 
responsible for system upgrade costs based on the proportion of its installed capacity to the total 
CESI and Bluewater installed capacity (200/650 or 31%).  Based on this assessment, we assumed 
that Conectiv would be responsible for $10.4 million of interconnection and system upgrade 
costs, resulting in an additional capacity charge of $0.62/kW-month.69  
 

c. Credits for Reactive Power 
  
Both NRG and Conectiv offered to credit Delmarva with any revenue received from PJM 
associated with providing reactive power, an ancillary service.  We used the bidders’ estimates of 
$780,000 per year and $650,000 per year for NRG and Conectiv, respectively, as credits against 
the cost of their bids.   
 
Reactive supply is necessary to maintain voltages at each bus throughout the power system 
within prescribed ranges and acceptable limits.  Virtually all electric generators that provide real 
power (i.e., MWh) can also provide some reactive power (i.e., MVAR) to maintain proper 
voltages.  As part of its duties as system operator, PJM decides the location and amount of 
reactive power needed, and directs generators to provide the desired level of reactive output.  
After meeting certain minimum technical requirements, generating units that wish to be 
compensated by PJM for the provision of reactive supply must determine their reactive revenue 
requirement, and file this revenue requirement with FERC.  FERC has established certain cost of 
service formulae that provide guidance on how to determine these revenue requirements.  Once 
approved by FERC, these charges are included in PJM’s Open Access Transmission Tariff 
(“OATT”).  Transmission owners are paid these sums by PJM; PJM collects these charges from 
transmission customers.  In the current version of the PJM OATT, four generation suppliers in 

                                                 
69 Conectiv’s cost responsibility for system upgrades could be substantially lower based on an evaluation regarding 
the extent to which Bluewater or Conectiv is causing the need for the upgrades.  If so, the impact on the analysis 
would not be significant.   
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the Delmarva zone having a total reactive revenue requirement of approximately $7.7 million per 
year.  Not all generators in the Delmarva zone are included in this figure. 
 
NRG and Conectiv based their reactive power revenue estimates on reactive power revenues 
allowed for other generating units in PJM.  While they have not presented a cost of service 
analysis for their proposed units, we found their estimates acceptable for our analysis.  We 
assumed that cost of service rates are flat over the contract years because these rates are expected 
to remain stable over time. 
 
 

E. Market Assessment for Energy and Capacity 
 
 

1. General Description of Energy Analysis  
 
Due to limited time and budget, the IC developed a spreadsheet-based model to estimate the 
potential market and bid outcomes, rather than employ a dispatch model.  The basic components 
of the energy market model are as follows: 
 

 Implied Market Heat Rate: Based on three years of historical hourly LMP and natural 
gas prices, we derived a chronological hourly (8760 hours per year) representation of 
“implied market heat rates” for PJM-Eastern Hub.70  As natural gas units set the LMP 
more often in the region, this becomes a good indicator of average marginal cost for the 
system.71  This method attempts to capture very high priced hours that may not be 
reflected in an idealized dispatch model.   
 

 Change in Market Heat Rate:  In recent years, PJM’s average annual implied market 
heat rate has risen as load has grown and natural gas units are increasingly on the 
margin.72  We anticipate that the annual average implied heat rate of the energy market 
will continue to increase from the current 7,350 btu/kWh until the market hits an 
equilibrium point.  In the model, it is assumed the implied market heat rate in PJM will 
continue to increase for several years at 0.5% per year and will stabilize over time. 
 

 Natural Gas Price Forecast: After developing hourly market heat rates for each year of 
the analysis period, we then applied various natural gas price forecasts to the hourly 
implied market heat rates in order to estimate hourly prices for PJM-East.  Monthly 

                                                 
70 An implied market heat rate is calculated by dividing the hourly LMP with an estimate of the delivered natural 
gas price at the time.  The historical Day-Ahead prices were used because the contracts will have Day-Ahead 
scheduling and retroactive true-up of costs.  In either case, the historical Day-Ahead vs. Real-Time prices had a 
differential of less than $0.10/MWh.  The IC also found that the Delmarva zonal price vs. the PJM-East historical 
prices were also very similar on average, and accordingly employed these values in the study. 
71 We note that there will be certain times when the marginal unit is not a natural gas unit, but rather a coal unit or an 
oil unit.  Since the implied market heat rate is based on the price of natural gas, there may be some distortion of cost 
during these periods.    
72 The implied market heat rates were calculated using Day-Ahead PJM-East LMP and daily delivered natural gas 
prices at Tetco M3. 
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factors are applied to the annual natural gas price forecasts to reflect high seasonal 
swings associated with natural gas prices.  The natural gas prices include delivery into 
the PJM-East region.  The same natural gas price forecast is also applied to bids tied to 
spot gas price for Transco Non-NY.73 

 
 Carbon Price Adder:  Assuming major changes in carbon policy are on the horizon, 

relying on a market heat rate methodology to estimate energy prices is insufficient in 
capturing the impact of the cost of carbon on the energy market.  Thus, a carbon price 
adder is then applied to the derived hourly Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”), 
depending on the hourly implied market heat rate.  The heat rate provides an indication 
of the type of unit on the margin and the associated emissions level.  By including the 
cost of carbon in the marginal cost, this mimics the way units would bid into the market.  
   

 Bluewater Production and Back-up Energy:  As discussed previously, the model also 
includes the hourly estimate of Bluewater’s production and the associated back-up 
energy for each hour.  

 
 Selection of Project-Based Pricing/Implied Dispatch:  Both NRG and Conectiv 

proposed to offer back-up energy (to Bluewater’s output) at prices that are essentially the 
“lower of” project-related energy rates and LMP.  As part of the modeling, we capture 
the full “dispatch” cost of the NRG and Conectiv units, including variable O&M, 
proposed unit heat rate, delivered fuel costs plus adders, and assumed carbon costs.  This 
is compared to the forecasted LMP for each hour to determine whether the energy 
provided by NRG or Conectiv would be based on LMP or the unit’s cost.  Carbon costs 
were included in the unit dispatch costs since they are a pass through item under the term 
sheets. 
 

The resulting energy price forecasts for the various scenarios and sensitivities tested are below.  
 
 

                                                 
73 The IC used Tetco M3 gas prices instead of Transco Non-NY due to availability of historical 
data.  We did review sample historical prices at Transco Non-NY and found the prices very 
similar to Tetco M3. 
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As noted in Section E.4, the energy price reference case in this analysis is higher than that 
produced by ICF and used in the bid evaluation. 
 
 

2.  Description of Capacity Analysis 
 

One of the key inputs utilized in the evaluation of term sheets is the projections of Market 
Capacity prices in the Delmarva zone.  All load serving entities must procure their share of 
PJM’s capacity obligations.  The required capacity can be self-supplied, purchased via bilateral 
contracts, or purchased from PJM’s capacity markets.  PJM has recently begun implementation 
of the RPM, which utilizes a Variable Resource Requirement (“VRR”) demand curve that relates 
the price for a given quantity of capacity to the reliability requirement.   
 
Points on the VRR demand curve are tied to the cost of a new combustion turbine, which is 
referred to as the Cost of New Entry (“CONE”).  From this cost, PJM deducts any expected 
revenues from PJM’s energy markets and ancillary services revenues.  The result is referred to as 
“Net CONE”.  The current estimates from PJM are shown in the following table in dollars per 
kW-year. 
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Current PJM Planning Parameters ($/KW-yr)
$72.20 CONE
$13.13 E&AS rev
$59.07 Net CONE

 
 
PJM has already begun the auction process using the RPM.  Three auctions have been held to 
date, and the resulting Capacity Market prices applicable to the Delmarva zone are shown below.  
Notably, under PJM’s transition schedule, the Delmarva zone will not be a separate Locational 
Delivery Area (“LDA”) until Delivery Year 2010/2011.  Thus, the prices in the following table 
are for the Eastern MAAC region of PJM (New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania and Delmarva) 
which contains the Delmarva zone. 
 

Capacity Prices from PJM Auction Results
$/mw-day $/kw-yr

2007/2008 $177.00 $64.61

2008/2009 $143.51 $52.38

2009/2010 191.32 $69.83

note:  VRR curve was net CONE

 
 
Recent auction prices are higher than PJM’s planning parameters and likely do not reflect the 
recent trends in utility construction costs.  In recent discussions, PJM staff indicated that industry 
participants have expressed to them that the estimate of CONE is substantially below the current 
cost of a combustion turbine.  They further indicate that estimates of energy revenues are low 
because fuel prices have risen significantly since the PJM estimate was prepared,  offsetting 
somewhat the higher construction costs.  However, the net result of these trends is that a current 
estimate of Net CONE will likely be much higher than the current planning parameters. 
 
The Brattle Group recently published a paper entitled “Rising Utility Construction Costs:  
Sources and Impacts.”This paper provides some recent statistics on trends in the cost of building 
new utility infrastructure, including combustion turbine generators.  As shown in the following 
graph excerpted from this report, in the last three years, construction costs for combustion 
turbines have increased approximately 6.1% per year.  This cost escalation is driven by higher 
prices for key manufacturing inputs, especially steel and copper that have increased at 
substantially higher rates over the past few years. 
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Excerpt from:“Rising Utility Construction Costs: Sources and Impacts,” The Brattle Group – September 2007 

 
 
These trends in higher utility construction costs are confirmed by our review of recently 
proposed projects in other markets.  This review and discussions with industry participants 
indicates that high escalation rates are likely to continue for at least a few more years. 
 
Our forecast of capacity prices for the Delmarva zone commences in 2014.  PJM will hold three 
or four capacity auctions with all 23 LDAs by the year 2014.  Load growth between now and 
2014 will increase the demand for capacity.  By 2014, additional capacity, particularly peaking 
capacity, may be placed in service.  Thus, we believe that the capacity market prices will 
stabilize at or near the level of Net CONE with the inclusion of appropriate escalation.  
Accordingly, we escalated the cost of a new combustion at 6.1% per year until 2010 to reflect 
our assessment that recent historic escalation will continue for another three years.  After 2010, 
we assumed that increases in the cost of peaking capacity will be 3.1% per year, compared to 
2.5% for inflation.  This lower growth rate is reflective of a long-term (i.e., 10+ year) historical 
average.  Expected revenues from energy markets and ancillary services were escalated based on 
the rate of change in natural gas prices. 
 
Application of the methodology results in the following price forecast for 2014: 
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Cost of New Peaking Capacity
$/KW-yr adjusted to 2014

$116.38 CONE
$18.47 E&AS rev
$97.91 Net CONE

 
 
This forecast is substantially higher than that developed by ICF late last year and used in the bid 
evaluation.  Below is a comparison of our forecast to ICF, along with two additional cases 
(+30% and -30%) that will be tested as sensitivities. 
 

 
 
 

3. Scenarios and Sensitivities Tested 
 
Since there are a number of market conditions that may change over time, we tested three 
primary scenarios (Reference, High and Low) to capture the potential range of outcomes.   (See 
Appendix C for the different forecasts used and general assumptions modeled).  In developing 
the market conditions and bid costs, assumptions associated with natural gas prices, oil price, 
CO2 costs, capacity prices, and market heat rates may have significant impact on the estimate of 
SOS cost impact.  Therefore, we opted to test scenarios and sensitivities that reflect changes in 
these assumptions. 
 

 Natural Gas: For natural gas price assumptions, we retained the Reference forecast used 
by ICF in the previous analysis, but tested a High gas forecast assuming 30% increase 
over the Reference forecast.  We also tested a Low gas forecast that is derived from the 
Energy Information Agency’s Annual Energy Outlook for 2007 Reference case. 
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 Oil Price: Conectiv’s dispatch cost during the winter months (November 15 to March 

14) relies on oil prices.  We tested two forecasts based on EIA’s AEO 2007 Reference 
and High cases for crude oil.  Using historical correlations between crude oil and diesel 
delivered at New York Harbor, we translated the oil prices to diesel and then included a 
historical basis for delivery to Salisbury, MD, as prescribed by Conectiv’s term sheets. 
 

 Carbon Adder: The Reference, High, and Low carbon cases are the same as ICF’s 
previous analysis.  The Low carbon case reflects a RGGI only case. 
 

 Capacity Price: As described previously, we developed a capacity price forecast based 
on recent trends in construction costs for combustion turbines.  However, we  test 
forecasts that are 30% higher and 30% lower, as they roughly reflect the floor and ceiling 
of capacity prices set by RPM. 
 

 Market Heat Rate: For all scenarios, we assume an increasing market heat rate.  For a 
sensitivity test, we also assumed the market heat rate does not increase over time. 
 

 Bluewater Production:  In addition to various market conditions, we also test the impact 
to costs if Bluewater’s output is 10% higher than the forecast they provided. 

 
The three main scenarios that were tested were Reference, High Fuel and Low Fuel. (see table 
below)  In the Reference scenario, all the reference market assumptions were used.  To test an 
extreme High Scenario, we chose to use the high natural gas, high oil, and high CO2 costs 
combined.  This reflects a supply limited future coupled with an aggressive national carbon 
policy.  To test a Low Scenario, we included low natural gas prices and low CO2 costs to reflect 
a less supply constrained future with RGGI as the only carbon policy in place. 
 
In addition, we also tested several sensitivities to the Reference Scenario associated with specific 
assumptions that were made (i.e., market heat rate, capacity price, Bluewater MWh sales to 
Delmarva, capacity, fuel prices and carbon dioxide regulation compliance costs) to determine the 
impact of each of these individual assumptions. 
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Table 12: Scenarios and Sensitivities 

Main Scenarios 

Natural Gas 
(High, Ref, 

Low) 
Oil (Ref, 

High) 

CO2 Adder 
(High, Ref, 

Low) 

Capacity 
Price (Ref, 
Ref+30%) 

Heat Rate (No 
Esc, Escalation) 

BW 
Production 

Reference 
Scenario Ref Ref Ref Ref 

Escalate 0.5% 
per year, Capped 

@8,200 
Based on 

12x24 

High Fuel 
Scenario High High High Ref 

Escalate 0.5% 
per year, Capped 

@8,200 
Based on 

12x24 

Low Fuel 
Scenario Low Ref Low Ref 

Escalate 0.5% 
per year, Capped 

@8,200 
Based on 

12x24 

Sensitivities On 
Reference 

Natural Gas 
(High, Ref, 

Low) 
Oil (Ref, 

High) 

CO2 Adder 
(High, Ref, 

Low) 

Capacity 
Price (Ref, 
Ref+30%, 
Ref-30%) 

Heat Rate (No 
Esc, Escalation) 

BW 
Production 

Heat Rate Fixed Ref Ref Ref Ref No Esc. Based on 
12x24 

High Natural Gas 
ONLY High Ref Ref Ref 

Escalate 0.5% 
per year, Capped 

@8,200 
Based on 

12x24 

BW Higher-
Production Ref Ref Ref Ref 

Escalate 0.5% 
per year, Capped 

@8,200 
Increased by 

10% 

(2) Capacity Price 
High/Low Ref Ref Ref Ref+30% 

Ref-30% 
Escalate 0.5% 

per year, Capped 
@8,200 

Based on 
12x24 

 
 

4. Key Assumptions and Comparison to Prior Delmarva/ICF Analysis 
 
Our Reference Scenario uses ICF’s reference case forecast of natural gas prices and carbon 
dioxide allowance costs as well as projected load of Delmarva’s RSCI SOS customers (which is 
used in our analysis to assess customer rate impacts).  There are two significant differences in 
our analysis.  First, as previously explained, we have projected higher capacity prices, in 
recognition of recent construction costs increases and our assessment of future trends in 
construction costs.   
 
Second, our assessment of energy market prices in the “out years” is significantly higher than 
ICF’s because our assessment is that implied system heat rates will increase for many years, 
while ICF’s model results in a relatively flat system heat rate over time.  While ICF’s assessment 
included very few retirements of older coal and other units and increased natural gas-fired 
combined cycle units over time, our assessment is that such retirements will be substantially 
higher and that there will likely need to be an increase from today’s implied system heat rate to 
reach an equilibrium point such that new, low heat rate natural gas-fired combined cycle units 
can operate profitably and sustainably at a sufficient scale. We note that assessments can 
reasonably differ in this regard.  Hence, we present a scenario in which system heat rate is flat 
over time. 
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F. Results of Economic Analysis   
 
In reviewing the economic analysis results, we begin by comparing Bluewater’s Term Sheet 
proposal with its original proposal in December 2006.  Then, we present the three main bid 
combinations or cases (Bluewater Only, Bluewater+NRG, Bluewater+CESI) under the three 
main fuel scenarios (Reference, High, and Low).  We also will show the impacts of the different 
sensitivities tested. 
 

1.  Comparison of Bluewater Proposals (Original vs. Term Sheet proposal) 
 

As shown in Section II.D.1.a.1, the $/MWh costs for the new Bluewater proposal are higher than 
the old Bluewater proposal.  At the same time, the percentage of SOS energy load served by 
Bluewater declines from 43% to 30% (2014). When one replaces the energy and capacity not 
served by Bluewater for the 300 MW block with market energy and capacity, the result is higher 
estimated costs for RSCI SOS customers in $/MWh terms.  The extent to which prices increase 
is a function of assumptions regarding the price adjustment, as shown in the table below.  The 
comparisons below include the costs of imputed debt associated with the proposals using a 25% 
risk factor.74 
 
 
Table 13: Comparison of Old BW and New BW with Various One-Time Adjustments (25% Risk Factor) 

 
 Above 

Market 
NPV 

($million) 

300 MW 
Block  Cost 

Real 
Levelized 

(2007$/MWh) 

SOS Cost 
Impact Real 
Levelized 

(2007$/MWh) 
Old BW (2006) $203  $95.27  $6.23  

New BW (No Adj) $271  $100.52  $8.06  

New BW (Conservative Adj) $398  $106.12  $11.71  

New BW (Conservative Adj-Delayed) $448  $108.33  $13.16  

New BW (Historical Adj) $994  $132.44  $28.86  

New BW (Historical Adj-Delayed) $1,919  $173.32  $55.49  

 
Based on the Conservative adjustment case, the estimated additional cost associated with 
Bluewater’s proposal is $12/MWh for RSCI SOS customers on a real levelized basis compared 
to $6/MWh for Bluewater’s old proposal.  However, if commodity and exchange rates increase 
at historical levels, the cost impact for Bluewater’s new proposal would be $29/MWh on a real 
levelized basis; this would almost double to $55/MWh if it took Bluewater five years to close its 
financing from the time it executed the PPA.    
 

                                                 
74 In Order No. 7081, the bid evaluators were directed to treat a portion of the PPA as imputed debt based on a 30% 
risk factor and to conduct sensitivity analyses based on a 0% risk factor and 50% risk factor.  Subsequently, 
Standard & Poor’s revised their guidance on imputed debt treatment of PPAs, including use of a 25% risk factor 
instead of a 30% risk factor.  Our assessment is based on the revised S&P guidance.  This matter is addressed more 
fully in our Report on Evaluation of Bids Submitted in Response to Delmarva Power & Light Company’s RFP (Feb. 
21, 2007) at 43-45. 
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Based on the Conservative adjustment case, the incremental cost to ratepayers (in 2007$) is 
almost $20/MWh (2 cents/kWh) in 2014 and declines thereafter.  With the Historical adjustment 
case, the incremental cost to ratepayers (in 2007$) would be close to $40/MWh (in 2007$) in 
2014 and declines to less than $20/MWh (in 2007$) by the end of the PPA. 
 

 
 
 

2. Comparison of Bid Combinations 
 
In reviewing the different bid combinations, we focus on comparisons of 300 MW blocks as 
described previously.  The results of the economic analysis show that, overall, none of the bid 
combinations—Bluewater (“BW”) only, BW+NRG, and BW+CESI—are less costly than a 300 
MW block of market purchases, using the Conservative adjustment assumption for the Bluewater 
price adjustment.  In other words, additional costs to RCSI SOS customers are projected.  The 
graphs and tables below show the impact of these various bid combinations from a customer 
standpoint, based on the Conservative Bluewater price adjustment projection and associated 
imputed debt using a 25% risk factor. 
 
The first graph below shows the annual costs (2007$) associated with a 300 MW block,  from the 
market without regard to any of the proposals, Bluewater only (with makeup capacity and energy 
filled in at market prices), the Bluewater/NRG combination, and the Bluewater/CESI 
combination. 
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In the Reference Scenario, the SOS cost impact (real levelized in 2007$) shows an increase of 
approximately $12/MWh for Bluewater Only, $13/MWh for the Bluewater/NRG combination 
and $10/MWh for the Bluewater/Conectiv combination.  The SOS cost impact is calculated 
using the annual above-market cost associated with each contract case, divided by the projected 
SOS load for that year.    
 

Table 14: NPV (300 MW Block) and SOS Cost Impact (25% Risk Factor) 

 
 
 
 

NPV (million 
2007$) 

SOS Cost 
Impact Real 

Levelized 
(2007$/MWh) 

Market Only (300 MW) $2,004  
BW ONLY $2,402  $11.71 

BW+NRG $2,423  $12.57 

BW+CESI $2,349  $10.41 

 
In all of the scenarios, there is a net increase in SOS costs.  In all scenarios, the 
Bluewater/Conectiv combination mitigates the projected cost increase compared to Bluewater 
alone (the mitigation is minimal in the reduced market capacity price scenario).  While in the 
reference case and several other scenarios, the Bluewater/NRG combination increases costs 
compared to Bluewater alone, in other cases the Bluewater/NRG combination mitigates the cost 
impact (high capacity prices, high fuel, and high natural gas price only scenarios). 
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The Bluewater/Conectiv combination produces better results than the Bluewater/NRG 
combination.  CESI’s fixed costs are substantially lower than that of NRG and while its energy 
costs are higher, it does provide a hedge against high peak energy market energy prices.    
 
Overall, assumptions of higher gas and higher capacity prices would reduce the SOS cost impact 
of the bids.  However, all the sensitivities still reflect increased costs. 
 
As indicated previously, the results include the impact of imputed debt with a 25% risk factor.  
The chart below shows the imputed debt cost component using a 25% risk factor that is 
incorporated in the analyses for the various Term Sheet combinations, as well as the imputed 
debt cost component based on a 50% risk factor for sensitivity purposes. 
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G. Qualitative Economic and Environmental Risks and Benefits 
 

1.  Indirect Impacts on Energy and Capacity Market Prices 
 
There are some market price impacts associated with the development of additional contracted 
power supply within the DPL zone that are not necessarily reflected in this type of spreadsheet 
analysis.   
 
To start, since PJM’s RPM is market-based, such that the marginal unit affects the market 
clearing price, the resulting capacity price specific to the DPL zone can potentially be reduced 
with the introduction of new generation capacity.  However, we have not captured the potential 
reduction to capacity market prices as a result of additional generation. 75  
 
A similar impact may be found within the energy market as well, whereby additional energy 
supply helps suppress the average energy price in the zone.  The impact of each of the bidders in 
the supply stack would be different, because each as a different “dispatch cost” that is bid into 
the market.  For the Bluewater bid, its wind facility will likely be a “price taker” and, thus, 
appears as a zero cost resource in the supply stack.  The price suppression affect will be greater 
than NRG or CESI’s gas-fired units, where these units will bid their “dispatch cost” based on 
fuel and variable O&M costs.  The impact on the market will be only when their costs are lower 

                                                 
75 This would become significant if the Delmarva LDA becomes transmission constrained, which would mean that 
injecting a capacity resource in the Delmarva zone would more likely have a tangible impact on restraining 
Delmarva capacity prices. 
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than the market clearing price.  However, overall, the introduction of additional supply should 
have a suppressive effect on energy prices that is not captured in our analysis.   
 
This impact is likely to be relatively modest.  Moreover, we believe that the substantial increase 
in our energy market price and capacity price forecast relative to that employed previously in the 
bid evaluation process compensates for not quantifying the indirect impacts of adding energy and 
capacity to the Delaware electric grid. 
 

2.  Climate Change; Environmental and Health Impacts; Alternatives 
 
Our analysis, as in the original analysis performed by ICF, assumes that at or about the time the 
Bluewater project is planned to go into service that there will be federal regulation of greenhouse 
gas emissions.  This analysis effectively monetizes the projected cost of reduction of CO2 
emissions, an accepted way of addressing the external costs associated with a power plant 
project.  We have also conducted alternative scenarios where the CO2 compliance costs are 
higher and lower.  Since a wind project will have no CO2 emissions, this analysis increases 
energy market prices without adding any associated cost to a wind project, which “helps” the 
wind project in the economic analysis. 
 
Consistent with the RFP standards and industry practice, we have not attempted to identify or 
quantify health impacts or local air pollution impacts of the proposals. Nor have we attempted to 
address the benefits to Delaware of an offshore wind project with an in-state landfall from an 
economic development perspective.  However, one could view potential air pollution-health 
impacts as being addressed by the greenhouse gas “adder.”76   
 
Carbon dioxide emissions, which contribute to climate change, are a major societal cause for 
concern, but the concern and impacts are global in nature, rather than local. Other things being 
equal, installation of a wind project in Pennsylvania or West Virgina injecting the same amount 
of carbon free energy into the PJM grid would have approximately the same impact as an 
offshore wind project off the coast of Delaware.   
 
Delaware and other PJM states have taken additional steps in the past year to promote renewable 
energy.  In July, the Delaware Legislature doubled the RPS percentage requirement on retail 
suppliers and instituted a new purchase requirement for solar photovoltaics.77  In August, Illinois 
adopted a renewable portfolio standard.78   
 

                                                 
76 Since the bid coal plant is no longer under consideration, the issue of local air pollution impacts and associated 
health effects would appear to be substantially mitigated.  Both backup units are natural gas-fired units (CESI’s unit 
would also use low sulfur diesel oil during the winter months, but would not be expected to operate much on oil) 
and their non-CO2 emissions would be expected to be relatively low. 
77 “An Act to Amend the Delaware Code to Increase the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard,”   See 76 Del. Laws 
ch. 165 sections 1-9 (July 24, 2007). 
78 Public Act 095-0481.  See 
http://www.dsireusa.org/library/includes/incentive2.cfm?Incentive_Code=IL04R&state=IL&CurrentPageID=1 
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If the State Agencies were to approve a PPA beween Delmarva and Bluewater on acceptable 
terms, it would unquestionably be a major contribution to addressing climate change.  At the 
same time, there are other steps that could be taken that would involve less cost and risk to 
ratepayers. 
 
In a report issued earlier this year, we indicated that there is a substantial amount of onshore 
wind development in the PJM region and that based on an informal survey that prices could be 
expected to range from the mid $60’s/MWh to the high $70’s/MWh with a “basis” of 
approximately $8/MWh (that is, the value of the energy at the wind project bus is approximately 
$8/MWh less than in Delaware).79  Hence, the pertinent value for Delaware when one adds the 
basis differential would be in the low $70’s/MWh to the mid $80’s/MWh.  The quotes that we 
were given were for flat, i.e., non-escalated, prices.   
 
Since the informal survey was conducted, the same upward pressure on turbine costs and other 
construction costs discussed earlier in this report, as well as increased market REC prices caused 
by increased RPS demand, have caused developers of onshore wind projects to seek higher 
pricing.80  Hence, pricing in the $70’s/MWh to low $80’s/MWh for wind projects in this region 
might be more representative in today’s market, which when one adds the basis to Delaware, 
would put comparable pricing in the high $70’s to $90/MWh range.   This is substantially higher 
than projects built in 2006, when wind turbine prices were lower.  For example, an eastern wind 
power project (26 MW) built in 2006 was reported as being priced slightly above $60/MWh.81   
 
The price adjustment provisions would also be more advantageous from a ratepayer standpoint.  
Industry standards in the United States range from (a) totally flat pricing to (b) pricing that is 
partially flat and partially adjusting with an inflation index, (c) pricing that increases at a rate less 
than expected inflation to (d) pricing that increases at a rate equal to expected inflation.  We are 
unaware of PPA provisions for onshore wind turbines in the United States that have price 
adjustment provisions based on changes in commodity costs and exchange rates.  The primary 
reason that they are uncommon is that siting, permitting and developing onshore wind projects is 
easier, takes less time, is less costly and less risky. 
 
In an assessment of a proposed offshore wind farm off the coast of Long Island for the Long 
Island Power Authority, it was stated: 
 

Although North America has seen tremendous growth in its land-based wind power 
developments, the off-shore market still poses additional development obstacles.  These 
include the lack of incentives to invest in high-cost offshore technologically, specialized 
infrastructure needed to develop large-scale offshore facilities, and the uncertain 
regulatory environment in the U.S. regarding siting and other aspects of this type of 
technology.  Wind project EPC costs have risen substantially in recent years due to 
elevated metals prices and increased demand for wind turbines.  In addition, offshore 
wind farm costs are inherently greater than those for land-based developments because 

                                                 
79 Interim Report on Delmarva Power IRP In Relation to RFP (April 4, 2007) at 34-35. 
80 As an example, one developer reported that wind turbine prices for 2008 are six percent higher than for 2007. 
81 R. Wiser and M. Bolinger, Annual Report on U.S. Wind Power Installation, Cost, and Performance Trends: 2006 
(U.S. Department of Energy, May 2007) at 14, http://eetd.lbl.gov/EA/EMP/reports/ann-rpt-wind-06.pdf. 
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of difficulty of installation, additional foundation and support requirements, underwater 
cabling and interconnection requirements, and additional maintenance costs.82 

 
Hence, offshore wind, while superior from a Delaware locational perspective, is instrinsically 
more costly, difficult, and risky to develop than onshore wind.   These issues affect both the 
pricing to ratepayers and risk allocation. 
   

3. Price Stability 
 
Price stability is one of the primary goals of EURCSA.  Pricing for the original Bluewater 
proposal was fixed with a 2.5 percent annual escalator.  The revised proposal contains a one-
time, one-way uncapped price adjustment based on changes in a basket of commodity metals and 
currency exchange rates over a period that could be as long as five years or more until the 
Bluewater project closes on its financing.  Over the past five years, commodity prices and 
exchange rates have moved up sharply. 
 
While price stability was viewed as being one of the principal beneficial attributes of the original 
Bluewater proposal, the revised Bluewater proposal is problematic from this perspective, at least 
in its current configuration.  In fact, we view it as more problematic than the traditional fuel-
based indices for natural gas plants for three reasons:  
 

• What Goes Up Will Not Come Down: The one-time adjustment, which is uncapped, can 
create sharp price increases for the entire term of the PPA if there is a price spike in the 
underlying construction-based commodities during the two-five year change period that 
triggers the price adjustment, while the traditional fuel index would be expected to go up 
and down with market prices over time;83  
 

• Lack of Symmetry: The price adjustment can go up but not down.  
 

• Lack of Correlation With Power Market Prices: The one-time adjustment can create price 
increases that are not correlated with changes in wholesale power market prices, while 
power market prices are correlated with natural gas prices. 
 

Hence, the Bluewater Term Sheet proposal is problematic in terms of price stability from the 
perspective of authorizing a commitment on behalf of ratepayers to approve a pricing formula 
that is asymmetrical and could result in unknown price levels for 25 years without any limits.84 
                                                 
82 Pace Global Energy Services, Assessment of Offshore Wind Power Resources (August 22, 2009) at 6, 
http://www.lipower.org/newscenter/pr/2007/pace_wind.pdf. 
83 This is the same concern that we had regarding Conectiv’s one-time price adjustment based on changes in natural 
gas prices in its original bid.  Report on Evaluation of Bids Submitted in Response to Delmarva Power & Light 
Company’s RFP at 10, 55. 
84 Moreover, our economic analysis regarding the impact on RSCI SOS customers does not take 
into consideration that increases in SOS costs above market levels could cause customers to 
leave Standard Offer Service for the competitive market.  If that were to occur, the adverse 
impacts on the remaining SOS customers would increase unless and until the Commission were 
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4. Reliability 
 
PJM is responsible for developing planning criteria and standards and for developing and 
implementing procedures to ensure that sufficient transmission and generation facilities are 
constructed.  Transmission owners (TOs) and generation suppliers are the entities that actually 
build, own and operate these facilities.  Under Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAC), regional 
transmission organizations (RTOs) and TOs must conduct annual assessments of the adequacy of 
their transmission system and their ability to comply with new reliability standards established in 
EPAC.  The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) has been designated by 
FERC as the national agency responsible for enforcing these new transmission reliability 
standards.  PJM operates a capacity market to ensure that sufficient electric generating capacity 
is installed in the appropriate locations.  PJM utilizes RPM to establish the need for generating 
capacity.   
 
A fundamental assumption in establishing the level of supply resources needed is the absence of 
transmission constraints within PJM.  This assumption is tested in sub-areas of PJM where 
potential or known transmission bottlenecks exist through the Load Delivery Analysis, which is 
based upon the Capacity Emergency Transfer Objective (CETO) and the Capacity Emergency 
Transfer Limit (CETL).  CETO is the amount of import capability a sub-area of PJM needs to 
have in order to meet PJM criteria.  CETL is the amount of import capability that is estimated to 
exist.  If a sub-area’s CETL is greater than or equal to its CETO, then that sub-area passes the 
deliverability test.  If CETL is less than CETO, then the sub-area fails the deliverability test, 
indicating that some additional resources, such as more local generation or more transmission 
lines that can import power are needed. 
 
PJM has identified 23 sub-areas which have been defined at Locational Delivery Areas (LDAs), 
two of which are DPL and DPL South, a subset of the DPL LDA.  For the transitional years of 
2007-08 through 2009-10, DPL (including DPL South) is part of t he Eastern MAAC LDA 
(which includes New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania).  By 2010/2011, the DPL zone and the 
DPL southern region will be separate LDAs.  PJM has recently published the results of its 
assessment of CETO in 2011 for each of the 23 LDAs.  According to these results, the DPL and 
DPL South zones pass the load deliverability test.85  This analysis does not address subsequent 
years when Bluewater and the proposed backup projects would be expected to come on line. 
 
There were two system load flow studies performed which attempted to assess the local 
reliability impact of proposed new generation projects in the DPL zone.  The first study was 
performed by PowerWorld Corporation for the Commission Staff in a report dated April 27, 
2007.  We note that this study utilized a 2013 representation of the PJM system and also assumed 

                                                                                                                                                             
to decide to reallocate above-market PPA costs to all members of the RSCI rate classes, 
regardless of whether these customers decided to remain on Standard Offer Service.  Hence, one 
form of price instability (due to the price adjustment provision) could lead to SOS rate and SOS 
customer participation instability. 
85 See http://www.pjm.com/planning/rtep-baseline-reports/downloads/2011-ceto-results.pdf.  
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the retirement of Indian River units 1 and 2 (through a settlement with the State of Delaware, 
NRG has now agreed to retire those units).  This study evaluated the original group of proposed 
projects, including a 600 MW offshore wind farm at Bluewater’s proposed site.  PowerWorld 
compared the performance of the system with and without any of the proposed projects under 
base case conditions and under various contingencies.  Without the BW 600 MW project, the 
system experienced some criteria violations under contingency analysis.  As noted on page 11, 
the addition of the 600 MW wind farm alleviated some of the reliability concerns while 
introducing some new concerns.  These new concerns will likely be formally addressed during 
PJM’s detailed review of the system impact of such projects.  If necessary system upgrades are 
implemented, such projects will almost certainly improve local reliability. 
 
The second analysis was provided by Delmarva on October 15, 2007.  This utilized a 2012 
representation of the system, assuming the retirement of Indian River units 1 and 2, and 
specifically evaluated the proposed project for which we have term sheets.  The analysis 
identified system upgrades that will likely be required in order to interconnect the proposed 
projects.  The study concluded that the new generation proposals will have a positive effect on 
system reliability in the Bay region and will complement the transmission reinforcements already 
planned for the area. 
 
We believe that these studies are indicative of the reliability benefits of adding new local 
generating resources.  While we may not be able to quantify the reliability impact of these 
additions, we believe that the impact will be positive.86 
 

5. Project Viability: Risk and Consequences of Project Failure 
 

a. Bluewater 
 
In our evaluation of Bluewater original proposals, we had several concerns regarding project 
viability.  First, siting and permitting is dependent on the issuance of final rules from the 
Minerals Management Service, and rules have not yet been issued.  Second, we had concerns 
regarding the financial viability of Bluewater’s proposals, in large part because we had reviewed 
Bluewater’s pro forma and found that it was relying on a substantial amount of revenues from 
the sale of greenhouse gas allowances that we viewed as being both material and speculative..

                                                

87 

 
While we believe that development of the project is both difficult and risky, we believe that 
Bluewater has put together a credible team and one that now has considerable financial backing.  
In this regard, Babcock & Brown, one of the major wind energy developers and investors in the 
United States, has recently purchased a 99 percent controlling interest in Bluewater, and has 
stated (in response to our inquiries) that it is committed to supporting the project under the terms 
and conditions set forth in the Term Sheet.  Babcock & Brown states that it has over 850 MW of 
wind projects in operation in the United States.88   Babcock & Brown is a major wind energy 

 
86 However, this is not to say that steps other than construction of Bluewater and a backup project could be taken to 
enhance system reliability.  
87 Bid Evaluation Report at 21-22. 
88 See http://www.bluewaterwind.com/pdfs/BWW_Release_092707.pdf.  
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player with an impressive track record.  As a worldwide investment firm, it has considerable 
financial strength to complement its proven project development abilities. 
 
While we have not reviewed an updated pro forma, we are confident that it has been thoroughly 
reviewed by Babcock & Brown.  Babcock & Brown’s controlling role in the project gives us 
confidence that the Term Sheet proposal is viable from a developer/investor’s financial 
standpoint.  It also adds to our confidence level that Babcock & Brown’s participation will assist 
Bluewater in its ability to deal effectively with the very considerable development issues with 
which it must contend.  In our view, the key issues are the economics from the standpoint of the 
ratepayers and risk allocation between Bluewater and the ratepayers (and associated exposures), 
matters we address in Sections II.D and III.B of this report.  Notably, Bluewater will be subject 
to substantial liqudated damages which will be secured by a letter of credit if it is unsuccessful in 
developing the project. 
 
Another consequence of a Bluewater project failure is that if Delmarva, pursuant to the State 
Agencies’ directive, entered into a PPA with one of the Backup Projects, and the Backup Project 
was successfully developed and constructed, Delmarva would either go forward under the PPA 
with the Backup Project and purchase capacity and energy or, at Delmarva’s option, it could 
terminate the PPA, but would have to pay the seller in order to do so.  Our analysis suggests that 
the economics of the CESI project would be attractive on a long-term basis for Delaware SOS 
RSCI customers (since the BW+CESI case is more attractive than the BW Alone case).   
 

b. Backup Projects 
 
From the standpoint of project viability, the biggest issue for NRG appears to be that its 
proposed project is tied to the construction of a new gas pipeline project by Eastern Shore from 
Cove Point, Maryland underneath the Chesapeake Bay to the eastern shore of Maryland and on 
to southern Delaware.  The project is still in the preliminary planning stages.89  It is uncertain as 
to whether necessary contractual arrangements could be negotiated by Eastern Shore, whether it 
will be successful in obtaining the necessary permits, the timing of permitting and construction, 
and ultimately, what the costs will be.  On the other hand, the pipeline could provide substantial 
benefits to Delaware’s citizens and NRG’s participation as a customer could be helpful to the 
success of the project. 
 
The biggest viability issue for Conectiv most likely involves siting.  In response to questions, 
CESI indicated that it is exploring three sites near Bridgeville that are adjacent to or near existing 
Eastern Shore pipeline facilities and is in discussions with the landowner of one of the parcels.  If 
it is unsuccessful, Conectiv says it will enter discussions with owners of the other parcels.  CESI 
says it has rights to another site south of Bridgeville which would be less desirable than any of its 
target sites, but serves as a “fallback” if it is unsuccessful with the preferred sites.  
 

6. Risks Associated with Cost and Credit Passthrough Provisions  
 

                                                 
89 See http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2007/06/19/AR2007061901909_pf.html.  
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NRG’s and Conectiv’s proposals include passthroughs of costs incurred for natural gas pipeline 
transportation.  Our economic analysis is based on estimates of these costs provided by the 
bidders (in the case of Conectiv’s proposal, we used the mid-point of a range provided by 
Conectiv).  The costs associated with these proposals could be significantly higher.  Preferably, 
agreements should be in place before execution of a PPA that would specify costs to be paid.  If 
not, the PPA should specify some reasonable upper limit on the costs that can be passed through 
and Delmarva should have the ability to approve the applicable gas transportation agreement, 
with approval not to be unreasonably withheld.   
 
NRG and Conectiv also propose to credit Delmarva with revenues associated with providing 
reactive power service to PJM.  Because such revenues are predicated on filing for and obtaining 
FERC approval of cost of service rates, the PPA should require that the seller make such filings. 
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III.  Analysis of Commercial Terms and Conditions 
 
In this section, we compare the key provisions of the Term Sheets to the RFP standard terms and 
conditions, including the non-negotiable terms, and address their commercial reasonableness 
where the terms differ substantially.  We also address issues in the Term Sheets where the parties 
have proposed alternative resolutions. 
 

A. Bluewater 
 
There are a number of provisions in the Bluewater Term Sheet that are substantially different 
from the RFP standard terms and conditions.  A key term that departs substantially from RFP 
requirements is the energy price adjustment provision.  Others include the provisions on 
milestones and liquidated damages.  In addition, Delmarva and Bluewater disagree on a number 
of terms and conditions.  These matters are addressed below. 
 

1. Price Adjustment Provision 
 

 
The RFP Instructions to Bidders contained specific instructions regarding allowable price 
formulas in bids.  With regard to components of construction costs, bidders were allowed to: 

bid a portion of the capacity price that would be indexed to a steel price index 
(steel is a major component of power plants), but for only up to fifteen percent 
(15%) of its initial proposed capacity charges and for only such period of time 
until the bidder signs a firm agreement on pricing for major capital equipment 
not to exceed two years at a time, the capacity price would be fixed for the 
remainder of the contract term; provided, the bidder must provide Delmarva with 
a not-to-exceed price for this portion of its proposed capacity charge.  This 
pricing mechanism would allow a bidder to share some capital cost price risk 
until the time when a construction contract would be executed.  Use of any 
particular index shall be subject to the approval of Delmarva and the Independent 
Consultant.90 
 

At the time the RFP was being developed, we were aware of the volatility of steel prices over the 
past few years and concerns that the volatility and price increases could continue. Hence, we 
suggested that bidders could include a steel price index to recover their capital costs; subject to a 
number of limitations: (1) the amount of the price charged to customers that would be subject to 
the index would be limited—15 percent of capacity charges; (2) the time period that the 
adjustment could take place was limited to the earlier of execution of a construction contract or 
two years; and (3) the price movement under the index would need to be capped.91  While not 
explicit, it was assumed that like other indices used in pricing formulas (such as for natural gas 

                                                 
90 Instructions to Bidders, Section 2.3.1, at 12. 
91 See Final Report Regarding Delmarva Power & Light Company’s Proposed RFP (October 12, 2006) at 41-42. 
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and other fuels), the price could move downward if the change in the index was in a downward 
direction.   
 
In a subsequent clarification issued in response to a Bluewater question, it was specifically stated 
that a wind project would be allowed to use the types of indices allowable in capacity prices in 
its energy prices since wind projects typically recover their capital costs through their energy 
charges. However, it was also stated that a bidder for a wind project would otherwise be subject 
to the same limitations applicable to other projects.  Finally, in response to Bluewater’s request 
regarding the acceptability of a variety of indices, it was stated that the energy price could be 
indexed to a steel index, subject to the limitations set forth in the RFP, that operating costs could 
be subject to an inflation index, and a fuel index could be used as long as the bidder could 
demonstrate its relationship to its operating costs.  Other proposed indices were not allowed on 
the basis that “the intent of the RFP was to allow only limited use of price escalators” since “one 
of the key objectives of the underlying legislation . . . is “to promote price stability.”92  
 
There are several issues with Bluewater’s price adjustment provisions: 
 

 The provision allows only price increases, not decreases 
 There is no cap that could limit how high the energy price could be adjusted upward 
 The price adjustment applies to an extraordinarily large percentage of Bluewater’s energy 

price and total price 
 It is highly unlikely, in our opinion, that the index fairly tracks changes in the 

components of the indices with Bluewater’s costs—it appears that the formula “over-
leverages” increases in commodity costs to increases in energy prices 

 The energy price adjustment provision, when combined with the annual 2.5 percent 
escalator, acts as a “ratchet” that could raise prices to very high levels 

 
Many of these issues are interrelated.  In normal price adjustment provisions based on 
commodity costs or inflation indices for operating costs, prices move upward or downward based 
on whether the underlying indices move upward or downward.  A developer proposing to use 
such indices in a proposed PPA has a strong incentive to  match its costs with its revenues 
through a index that tracks its costs or perhaps even to “under-hedge” its costs to a degree to 
provide price stability to its customer.  It would be unusual for a developer to “over-hedge” its 
costs through a price index since a reduction in the index could cause a greater drop in revenues 
than his reduction in costs. 
 
A one-way price adjustment provision, however, removes the disincentives to “over-hedge.”  In 
fact, it creates a strong incentive to “over-hedge,” because it creates upside in producing 
revenues greater than price increases, while there is no downside if prices drop because there can 
be no downward price adjustment.  As indicated in Section II.D.1 of our report, Bluewater’s 
original price adjustment proposal provided for adjusting 136 percent of the energy price, of 
which 100 percent was based on commodities and 36 percent based on currency exchange rates.  

                                                 
92 Answer to Question no. 96,  
https://quickplace.icfconsulting.com/QuickPlace/delmarvarfp/PageLibrary852572340082FFAB.nsf/h_Toc/92be13fa
ec1b58390525670800167238/?OpenDocument. 
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The revised proposal reduces the price adjustment to 98 percent of the energy price, of which 68 
percent is based on commodities and 30 percent based on currency exchange rates.     
 
Bluewater states that it expects to enter into a Turbine Supply Agreement (“TSA”) and a Balance 
of Plant (“BOP”) agreement,  which collectively will represent 85 percent of its total project 
costs.  Forty-seven percent of project costs would be paid under the BOP agreement and 38 
percent paid under the TSA.  In each category, 80 percent of the costs would be related to the 
underlying commodities—steel, copper, aluminum, and lead.  Eighty percent of the TSA was 
separately indexed to the krone/dollar and/or euro/dollar exchange rates.   
 
We don’t dispute that the elements in Bluewater’s basket of indices are for commodities and 
currencies that have an impact on Bluewater’s costs.  However, based on our industry knowledge 
of power projects that are not offshore wind projects and published information regarding 
offshore wind projects, we find it implausible that even the revised price adjustment formula 
fairly reflects the underlying costs of the project. 
 
First, the 15 percent limit on the price of steel was based on discussions with suppliers and 
developers of onshore wind projects and coal projects.  The information we had at the time (last 
year) was that the value of steel as a percentage of total capital costs was in the 10-15 percent 
range.93  As we have indicated previously, power plant construction costs in the past year or two 
have increased sharply; higher steel prices have been a major driver.  However, there are other 
factors as well.   There has been more demand than supply of wind turbines, which has also 
pushed prices upward.  
 
Wind turbines, and other appurtenant facilities, are complex machines with substantial value 
added from the raw commodities used in constructing them.  The bulk of the costs associated 
with them are based on their manufacture, the labor associated with manufacture, and 
installation, and profit.  Financing costs are also a significant part of project capital costs.  In 
response to our questions, Bluewater states that offshore wind projects have steel foundations, 
and, hence, steel is a much larger cost component than in         onshore wind projects.  That may 
be, but it is unlikely, that steel by itself would constitute one-third of the underlying project 
costs, as is implicit in Bluewater’s pricing formula.94   
 
Regardless, it is important to note that we have never seen a price adjustment provision in a PPA 
similar to that proposed by Bluewater—in terms of the magnitude of total price subject to 
adjustment and the one-time and one-way nature of the adjustment.   It does not find support in 
industry practice, which is an important factor in assessing commercial reasonableness.  If the 
energy price were to be ratcheted upward at a time after commodity prices have increased 
sharply, the effect would be felt for the full 25-year term of the PPA.  In contrast, fuel price 

                                                 
93 Of note, one Canadian utility, Hydro Quebec, in a 2005 wind-only RFP allowed indexing to steel prices but only 
for 10 percent of total electricity pricing.  It also allowed indexing for currency exchange rates (up to 30 percent of 
electricity prices), changes in interest rates (up to 50 percent) and inflation. 
94 According to a report published by professors from the University of Massachusetts, O&M costs represent 
approximately 23 percent of the total energy costs of an offshore wind project. 
http://www.ceere.org/rerl/publications/published/2005/COW05_OWFLO.pdf.  
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adjustment provisions, while often volatile, periodically result in price reductions, not price 
increases that last for the whole contract term. 
 
We believe that an appropriate energy price adjustment provision could be negotiated in a 
manner consistent with the RFP requirements, with perhaps some accommodation for the 
circumstances of an offshore wind project.  We suggest the following principles: 
 

 There would be a two-way, symmetrical adjustment provision 
 There would be a cap on the price adjustment that would limit the price risk to ratepayers 

at an acceptable level (an appropriate floor price might be acceptable in this context) 
 The index should be designed so that it does not “overhedge” Bluewater’s exposure to 

commodity and exchange rate risks 
 There should be a limit on the capital-related portion of Bluewater’s price—not 

dramatically different from the 15% limit in the RFP—that would be subject to 
indexation 

 In the event of project delay beyond an agreed upon time limit, the price adjustment 
should not work to increase the price compared to what the price would have been if the 
project were timely built 

 
With regard to the one-way adjustment, Bluewater stated (in response to an information request) 
that the upward adjustment is necessary to “hold it harmless” against cost increases that are 
related to the underlying commodities and exchange rates in the index and that the lack of a 
downward price adjustment is necessary to balance the risks associated with the “enormous 
contractual and financial burdens [on Bluewater and its major contractors] in setting pricing for a 
project that will not be finished for perhaps 5 years.”  Bluewater is correct in its articulation of 
the difficulty, the risks, and the substantial period of time it will take to develop and build the 
project.  However, allocation of risks in a PPA must be governed by standards of commercial 
reasonableness.  In our opinion, the proposed one-way price adjustment provision, even as 
revised, is not commercially reasonable, especially in the context of a competitive procurement 
process designed to implement legislation where one of the major objectives is to promote price 
stability.   We recognize that a direction to amend the price adjustment provision may result in 
revisions to other PPA terms affecting price and risk.   
 
 

2. Other Terms and Conditions 
 

The other terms and conditions set forth in the Term Sheet are generally reasonable and in line 
with the RFP standard terms and conditions.  Modifications to the RFP standard terms appear to 
be commensurate with the phased nature of the project and the lengthy time to develop and build 
the project.   
 
The amount of development period and operational period security is $12 million and $24 
million respectively, which is equal to $40 per project kW and $80 per project kW, respectively, 
multiplied by the 300 MW project energy cap. While the RFP standard terms were clear that 
development period security for intermittent renewable energy projects would be based on 
$40/kW and operating period security based on $80/kW, it was not clear what should be the 
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amount of installed capacity that these figures should be applied to in the context of an energy 
cap for a project with a higher amount of installed capacity.  We believe that the 300 MW level 
set forth in the Term Sheet (the energy cap) is acceptable. 
 
The Guaranteed Initial Delivery Date is June 1, 2014, compared to June 1, 2013, as set forth in 
the RFP.95  In addition, the maximum amount of Force Majeure delay has been extended from 
12 months (in the standard terms) to 18 months.  Daily delay damages appear to be based o
$7/kW-month (daily amount of $.233/kW-day) multiplied by 300 MW for up to 18 months of 
delay past the Guaranteed Initial Delivery Date.  The 18 months maximum of delay damages 
may be commensurate with the extension of the Guaranteed Initial Delivery Date and other 
milestone-related adjustments to the standard RFP terms.  The amount of agreed upon delay 
damages is at least adequate compared to the RFP standard terms.

n 

                                                

96   
 
There is also a provision that allows Bluewater to receive its development period security back 
minus $3 million if the Minerals Management Service issues regulations within 90 days of the 
execution date of the PPA which prevent Bluewater from performing its obligations under the 
PPA or make such performance economically infeasible.97  While not part of the RFP standard 
terms, we find this provision which reduces Bluewater’s liquidated damages associated with 
failure to develop the project to be commercially reasonable.  If termination of the PPA occurs 
shortly after execution of the PPA, the PPA will have relatively small impacts on Delmarva’s 
ability to obtain a replacement power source. 
 

3. Disputed Issues 
 

a. Remedies Associated With Consolidation Under FIN 46 
 
Bluewater wants to limit Delmarva’sBuyer’s right to terminate the PPA if Delmarva’s 
independent outside auditor determines that Delmarva must consolidate Bluewaterr under FIN 
46 if such determination is due to “[Bluewater’s] actions or other [Bluewater] Circumstance” 
while Delmarva want the right to terminate if such determination is due to “Seller’s actions or 
other change in circumstance not attributable to Buyer.”  Neither party is willing to accept 
responsibility for circumstances leading to consolidation which while outside of its control are 
also outside the control of the other party; such circumstances are most likely to be a change in 
accounting principles.  However, this issue was directly addressed by the Commission, and 
Delmarva’s approach is consistent with the Commission’s order.     
 
There is one other dispute regarding consolidation under FIN 46.  Bluewater takes the position 
that if the parties cannot agree on measures to take to avoid consolidation under FIN 46 (if it 

 
95 Compare RFP Instructions to Bidders Section 1.1 with Term Sheet at 10. 
96 We note that the RFP Instructions to Bidders states that the delay damages applicable to intermittent renewable 
energy projects is $2.80/kW-month instead of the $7.00/kW-month applicable to conventional projects.  Section 
3.4.1 at 26.  At the same time the RFP Key Commercial Terms of Power Purchase Agreement states (in brackets) 
that delay damages are based on $.2333/kW-day, the daily counterpart of $7.00/kW-month (p. 6).  It is our 
understanding that the $2.80/kW-month figure was intended to be applicable to renewable energy projects, such as 
Bluewater’s.  Accordingly, it is unclear whether the parties had a different interpretation or that Bluewater, in the 
context of negotiating other contract terms, agreed to a substantially higher level of delay damages. 
97 Term Sheet at 8-9. 
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becomes an issue), then Bluewater could reduce the sale of products to Delmarva to an amount 
not less than 49% (presumably, 49-50%) that may be necessary to avoid consolidation and keep 
the PPA in effect at this reduced level.  Delmarva accepts this approach, but only if the reduction 
would not have an adverse impact on its customers (presumably, in the event prices under the 
Bluewater PPA are below market at the time).  We believe a middle ground resolution may be 
possible.  In the event that consolidation is due to a change in accounting rules (not the fault of 
either party), then Bluewater’s should be able, if necessary to avoid a termination of the PPA,  to 
reduce the sale of products to Delmarva in a manner that would avoid consolidation and keep the 
PPA in effect.  In the event that consolidation was due to actions of Bluewater, Delmarva’s 
position should be accepted (Bluewater should not benefit if it caused consolidation to occur due 
to its actions).   
 

b. Appeals 
 

Bluewater has requested, and Delmarva has objected to, the addition of a provision that after 
execution of the PPA Delmarva will not pursue litigation to challenge the RFP process or 
terminate the PPA (except in case of a breach of the terms of the PPA).  This request addresses a 
significant issue.  Where contracts are entered into pursuant to processes which are subject to 
ongoing litigation, that litigation may result in negating the process and invalidating the contract.  
An appropriate response to Bluewater’s concerns could be to extend milestone schedules based 
on the length of time necessary to resolve the litigation if in fact the litigation causes a delay in 
Bluewater’s project.98  Reasonable bounds on Delmarva’s pursuit of its legal rights might also be 
explored, especially from a timing standpoint. 
 

c. Assignment and Change of Control 
 
Bluewater wants to remove the requirement that Delmarva consent to assignments by Bluewater 
to its affiliates, even though such consent is not to be unreasonably withheld upon a showing of 
the assignee’s technical and financial capability to fulfill the terms of the agreement.  Instead, 
Bluewater proposes to add a sentence that: 
 

“Assignment of the [PPA] or transfer of control of the Project to an affiliated 
person shall not require Buyer Consent if such affiliated person has technical and 
financial capabilities to fulfill the terms of the [PPA] at least equal to those of 
Seller.” 

 
This proposal raises two issues.  First, it ties the standard of “technical and financial capability” 
to Bluewater’s capabilities.  While at the time of entering into the PPA, Bluewater demonstrated 
that it has the necessary capabilities, these capabilities may change adversely. Tying the standard 
to Bluewater’s position creates the possibility that a lesser standard may apply in the future.  The 
second proposed change is removal of the requirement that Delmarva consent to the assignment 
to an affiliate prior to the transfer.  Bluewater is likely concerned that the requirement for 
Delmarva’s consent may impede corporate reorganizations that do not impact the wind project.  
On the other hand, a premise of the contract is Delmarva satisfaction with Bluewater’s 
                                                 
98 This could apply even if the litigation is brought by a Delmarva affiliate, which may address Bluewater’s concern 
regarding potential actions by a Delmarva affiliate which could cause it to be in default of its contract obligations. 
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capabilities.  Thus, Delmarva will likely be concerned with changes that may impact Bluewater’s 
identity or capabilities.  Requiring Delmarva’s consent conditioned on a reasonableness standard, 
prior to an assignment to Bluewater is consistent with the fundamental premises of the contract.  
Litigation subsequent to a transfer may not ensure maintenance of Bluewater’s capabilities.  
 
The assignment provisions also provide that a change in control shall require Buyer’s consent.  
Bluewater requests the creation of two exclusions to the definition of change in control as 
follows: 
 

“provided, however, that a “change in control” caused by a transfer of 
ownership interests (i) in an entity for which the Project represents less than fifty 
percent (50%) of its value or (ii) in connection with a public offering shall not 
require approval of Seller if such transfer does not reduce the technical or 
financial ability of Seller to fulfill the terms of the [PPA].” 

 
Excluding a transfer of ownership interests in an entity for which the Project is not the principal 
asset from the definition of change in control is an understandable request, since without such an 
exception large corporate groups that have the technical and financial capabilities that are being 
sought by Buyer will be discouraged from participating.  However, there are two significant 
issues with the requested language.  First, “value” is not defined, and this lack of definition will 
create significant problems in interpreting and enforcing the clause.  Second, 50% is a very high 
threshold.  At that level the Project is the principal asset of the corporate group.  Given the 
premises that Buyer needs to be satisfied with the capabilities of Seller, Buyer has the right to 
concerned with a change of control of a corporate group where the Project is the group’s 
principal asset.   
 
The other exclusion is for a change in control resulting from a public offering, again subject to 
the further condition that such transfer does not reduce the technical or financial ability of Seller.  
“Public Offering” is not defined, and it is possible that a sale of interests to a small group of 
investors in an SEC registered transaction would qualify as a public offering.  Aside from the 
definitional issue, however, this appears to be an appropriate exception.  A public offering 
should not change the management or impair the finances of Seller, and the condition that the 
offering will not reduce the technical or financial qualification of Seller should further protect 
Buyer’s interests.   
 

B. NRG 
 
The NRG Term Sheet substantially tracks the standard RFP terms and conditions. However, 
there are a few substantial exceptions.  First, NRG assumes no risk if the  Eastern Shore pipeline 
extension is not in service by June 1, 2013; NRG could terminate the PPA and receive its 
security deposit back.  While successful permitting and construction of the Eastern Shore project 
is beyond NRG’s control, it is unusual in a PPA for a developer to obtain total relief from 
liquidated damages if a permitting failure of a related and necessary project causes its own 
contracted power plant project to fail.  The fact that NRG is unwilling to take any risk in that 
regard provides less confidence in the ultimate success of its project.  While NRG’s position is 
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understandable, we believe that it should take some level of contractual risk regarding pipeline 
permitting and construction. 
 
Second, NRG would be allowed to pass through future environmental compliance costs 
associated with changes in law.  Presumably, this would include costs associated with the RGGI 
and any future regulation of carbon emissions.  While this is more problematic in the context of 
coal plants that have higher carbon emissions than the typical regional power plant, we are not 
concerned as an economic matter with this provision since as an efficient natural gas plant, it will 
produce less CO2 emissions than the average and marginal power plant in PJM so associated 
environmental compliance costs should be less than those associated with market energy.  
Hence, it is not unreasonable in this context for ratepayers to assume this risk.99 
 
 

C. Conectiv 
 
In the Conectiv Term Sheet, CESI has significantly limited its risks associated with failure to 
obtain permits or to enter into an interconnection service agreement with PJM.  Under the 
standard RFP terms, a failure to obtain permits in a timely fashion would result in the developer 
losing 50 percent of its security deposit; alternatively, the developer could obtain an extension to 
obtain the permits, and if it failed to obtain the permits would lose the entire security deposit.100  
In the Conectiv Term Sheet, a failure to obtain permits or an interconnection service agreement 
within two years would allow either party to terminate the PPA, with CESI only responsible for 
liquidated damages of $3 million minus costs it had incurred for permitting up to $2 million.  In 
response to an information request, CESI expects its permitting costs to be approximately $1.8 
million.  Hence, CESI is only willing to take exposure for permitting failure of approximately 
$1.2 million in liquidated damages.  This compares to $4.875 million under the RFP standard 
terms.   This exposure appears low relative to that the other developers are willing to take. 
 
Conectiv also has an environmental compliance cost provision due to change of law similar to 
that proposed by NRG.  In light of the project’s fuel sources and low capacity factor, we do not 
find this provision objectionable from a ratepayer standpoint. 
 
There are several issues in dispute between Delmarva and CESI, its affiliate. 
 
Under the standard RFP terms and conditions, Delmarva has the right to terminate the PPA if 
Delmarva’s independent auditing firm determines that Delmarva must consolidate Seller under 
FIN 46, subject to Seller appealing such determination to the Commission.  Conectiv has 
requested that it instead be able pursue the matter through alternative dispute resolution 
procedure, which Conectiv has requested be handled under the rules of the American Arbitration 
Association.  While Conectiv’s general approach to dispute resolution is consistent with industry 
                                                 
99 We note that the security provisions are based on 195 MW of contract capacity, even though the plant will be able 
to deliver up to 300 MW of energy if necessary.  In light of the purpose for this PPA and related circumstances, we 
find this acceptable.  We also note that the NRG Term Sheet has no terms for which the parties take different 
positions. 
100 See Key Commercial Terms of Power Purchase Agreement at 5-6. 
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practice, the State Agencies have already determined that the Commission should be the arbiter 
of disputes, including those involving FIN 46. 
 
Similarly, Conectiv has objected to the RFP provision that all disputes be resolved by the 
Commission, again taking the position that disputes be resolved by arbitration.. While in the IC’s 
October 2006 Final Report, we supported arbitration or litigation to resolve disputes consistent 
with industry practice, the State Agencies have decided this question in favor of the Commisison 
as the arbiter of disputes. 
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IV. Contract Management and Regulatory Implications 
 

A. Contract Management 
 
The State Agencies have expressed a desire that Delaware should “take control of its own energy 
future.”101  In connection with this objective, the State Agencies have supported Staff’s proposal 
for a portfolio of resources for Standard Offer Service for RSCI customers, including the 
potential for long-term PPAs.  As we have indicated previously, we believe that this approach 
can be managed in connection with continuation of periodic procurements of full requirements 
Standard Offer Service: 
  

There are several different ways that the energy and capacity under long-term 
contracts could be managed in the context of SOS.  The first approach is simply to 
sell the capacity and energy under the long-term contract back into the spot 
market resulting in a gain or loss to be recovered by ratepayers.  A second 
approach would be to require one or more bidders to supply their portion of SOS 
load on top of the capacity and energy provided by the seller under the long-term 
contract.  A third approach would be to sell the energy and capacity to wholesale 
suppliers for 3-year terms at the same time that SOS requirements service is 
procured.  A fourth approach, similar to the third, would be to allow wholesale 
suppliers the option of linking a SOS requirements sale bid with a long-term unit 
contingent PPA purchase.   

. . . 

Based on the experience of the Maine Public Utilities Commission, the optimal 
approach would appear to be to allow bidders to link a requirements sale bid to a 
unit contract purchase bid.102  This has resulted in the best combination of 
purchase and sales prices.  The benefit of this approach is that if market prices 
are high at the time bids are solicited, the SOS requirements prices will be high, 

                                                 
101 Findings, Opinion and Order  No. 7100 (May 22, 2007) at 27. 
102 Central Maine Power Company (“CMP”) has a number of long-term PPA’s, most of which are unit contingent 
contracts.  Maine, like Delaware, has a competitive retail market with standard offer service being procured on a full 
requirements basis  RFPs to sell CMP’s PPA entitlements have been conducted simultaneously with RFPs to 
procure standard offer service.  Several times, for three-year periods, the winning bidder for SOS service has bid to 
purchase CMP’s PPA entitlements as part of a package (so-called “contingent bidding”).  The Maine Public Utilities 
Commission has found this approach to have benefits for ratepayers: 
 

Through its experience in conducting the standard offer bid processes, the Commission has found that 
contingent bidding can be a means to maximize the value of utility power entitlements to the benefit of the 
utility’s ratepayers.  This is because the business risk for a bidder can be reduced when load obligations 
and the resources to serve that load are simultaneously obtained.  Reduced risk translates to lower costs 
and a higher value for the entitlements. 

 
 See http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/industries/electricity/electric%20restructuring/appendixe.htm. 
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but they will be offset, in part, by high prices for the sale of power under the unit 
contract.  This will provide a “more perfect” hedge than if power from the unit 
contracts are simply sold back into the spot market.  The downside is that there 
will be a bid-ask spread cost associated with selling power under the unit 
contracts for a three-year term.  While these benefits and costs are difficult to 
value, we believe they will offset each other, although the net effect should be 
somewhat positive.103   

Hence, we believe that long-term PPAs can be managed to provide a long-term price hedge at 
the same time that SOS requirements procurements continue to hedge short-to-medium term 
power market price risk. 
 

B. Regulatory Implications 
 
If the State Agencies approve a PPA or PPAs and the project or projects are built, the costs 
associated with the PPAs (most likely, net costs if the capacity and energy is sold to a marketer 
or the market) would be recovered from the RSCI SOS customers.  However, if this results in 
SOS costs that are substantially above market prices, customers could migrate to competitive 
service.  Under EURCSA, the Commission has the authority to restrict retail competition or add 
a non-byppassable charge to the bills of distribution customers to protect remaining SOS 
customers from paying too great a share of the costs.104   One factor to consider is the impact of a 
decision on the PPA(s) under consideration not only on future customer costs but also on 
potential regulatory solutions involving cost reallocation.   
  
 

V. Conclusions 
 
In reviewing the Term Sheet proposals, the IC re-evaluated the market assumptions used in the 
previous bid evaluation and conducted its own independent economic analysis, with revised 
economic assumptions regarding energy and capacity prices, with the effect of increasing the 
market price forecast for energy and capacity.  With our projection of the impact of Bluewater’s 
price adjustment provision, the analysis concluded that in the reference case, using the 
Conservative (i.e., modest) estimate for the energy price adjustment, the incremental cost to 
residential and small commercial and industrial Standard Offer Service customers would be 
approximately $12/MWh in real levelized 2007 dollars and would result in an increased cost to 
customers in all scenarios tested compared to Bluewater’s original proposal in December 2006, 
Bluewater’s revised proposal would result in an increased cost to RSCI SOS customers in all 
scenarios tested.  The critical factor in the extent of the increased costs is the assumptions made 
regarding Bluewater’s price adjustment formula, which allows a one-time upward adjustment in 
energy rates if a basket of metal commodities, oil and currency exchange rates increase.  This 
price formula is asymmetrical in that it allows price increases but not price decreases; once the 

                                                 
103 Interim Report on Delmarva Power IRP in Relation to RFP (April 4, 2007) at 37-38. 
104 10 Del C. § 1010(c).  
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energy price is adjusted, the resulting energy price increases by 2.5 percent annually for the 
entire 25-year term of the power purchase agreement.  The price adjustment adjusts 98 percent of 
Bluewater’s energy price, which represents 92 percent of the total payments to be made by 
Delmarva to Bluewater. 
 
For the past five years, the commodities and exchange rates subject to the index have moved 
dramatically upward, caused principally by very strong international demand, principally that of 
China.  If the same trends were to continue and Bluewater was able to close its financing of the 
project in three years, Bluewater’s energy price would increase to such an extent that the energy 
price would be over $200/MWh when the project would be coming on line, with RSCI SOS 
customers paying almost an additional $40/MWh in 2007$ at that time (compared to no project 
being approved).  Over the entire course of the PPA, RSCI SOS customer costs would increase 
by $29/MW in real levelized 2007 dollars.  This is a very large and uncapped risk. 
 
In our experience, the Bluewater’s proposed price adjustment formula is novel—a one-way, one-
time price adjustment provision that indexes almost all of a developers price and does so without 
caps or significant limits.  In our assessment, it is one-sided, imposes large risks on Delaware 
ratepayers and is not commercially reasonable. 
 
With regard to the Conectiv and NRG proposals to provide backup energy and capacity from 
proposed new natural gas-fired generating projects, the Conectiv proposal is economically 
superior to the NRG proposal.  Moreover, the economic analysis shows that the combination of 
the Bluewater proposal and the Conectiv proposal is superior to the Bluewater proposal standing 
alone.  In the reference case using the Conservative estimate for the Bluewater price adjustment, 
the incremental cost of the Bluewater/Conectiv combination to RCSI Standard Offer Service 
customers would be approximately $10/MWh in real levelized 2007 dollars. 
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 Appendix A: Historical Indices 
 

Annual Average Foreign Exchanges
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Representative Annual Average Metals 
Prices Indexed (2002 = 1)
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Note: Copper and aluminum annual prices are the average of January and July NYMEX spot 
settlement prices in each year.  Lead prices are the spot prices in October of each year from 2002 
to 2007 represented graphically at www.kitco.com. 
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Annual Avg New York Harbor Residual Fuel Oil 
1.0 % Sulfur
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*2007 average fuel price includes 3 months of futures prices 
 
 

Historical Steel Prices (CRUspi Global) 
Indexed (1997 = 1)
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Appendix B: Additional Support for One-Time Adjustment 
 

Results Using Monte Carlo Simulations 
 
3 Years to Financial Closing 
 
Mean:  Volatility Mean With Price Adjustment Provision Change 
 
1.085  15%  1.116      .031 
1.085  20%  1.136      .051 
 
Average         .041 
Mean With Price Adjustment Provision     1.126 
 
Applicable Price Adjustment       12.6% 
 
5 Years to Financial Closing 
 
Mean:  Volatility Mean With Price Adjustment Provision Change 
 
1.148  15%  1.166      .018 
1.148  20%  1.185      .037 
 
Average         .027 
Mean With Price Adjustment Provision     1.175 
 
Applicable Price Adjustment       17.5% 

 
Results Using Black Option Model 
 
3 Years to Financial Closing: 
 
Forward Price:  $108.5 
Strike Price:  $100.0 
Time to Maturity: 3 Years 
Volatility:    15% 
Interest Rate:      5% 
Call Option Value:  $13.38 
 
 
Forward Price:  $108.5 
Strike Price:  $100.0 
Time to Maturity: 3 Years 
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Volatility:    20% 
Interest Rate:      5% 
Call Option Value:  $16.33 
 
Average:   $14.86 
 
Applicable Price Adjustment: 14.9% 
 
 
5 Years to Financial Closing: 
 
Forward Price:  $114.8 
Strike Price:  $100.0 
Time to Maturity: 5 Years 
Volatility:    15% 
Interest Rate:      5% 
Call Option Value:  $17.82 
 
 
Forward Price:  $108.5 
Strike Price:  $100.0 
Time to Maturity: 5 Years 
Volatility:    20% 
Interest Rate:      5% 
Call Option Value:  $21.25 
 
Average:   $19.54 
 
Applicable Price Adjustment: 19.5% 
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Appendix C: Forecast Assumptions 
 
Below are the natural gas price scenarios used in the analysis.  The reference forecast is the same 
as DPL-ICF’s forecast from the previous analysis.  The high is based on the reference case plus 
30%.  For a low case, the AEO 2007 reference case was used. 
 

 
 

Similarly, we relied on the three carbon scenarios that were tested previously.  The low case 
assumes no other carbon policies are implemented aside than RGGI. 
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In the evaluation of of the Conectiv’s Term Sheet proposal, an oil price forecast was needed for 
dispatch of units during winter months.  We used the reference and high case from AEO 2007 for 
crude oil as the basis for forecasting diesel prices. 
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